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Other documents you may need

The Access Control Software is described in handbook HB02/100.

Loop antenna installation is described in handbook HB02/106.



Safety

This equipment must be powered by a supply which is suitably insulated
from the mains. The supply should be classed as SELV under the terms
of EN60950. You are recommended to use a 4910 or 4911 Power Supply
Unit.

The power supply must be connected to safety earth. A mains isolation
switch should be provided by the installer. Any third party equipment
connected must also be suitably insulated from the mains supply.

We also recommend that the 4101-2 Controller is connected to safety
earth via the power supply.

Controller relay outputs must not be connected to mains voltages.

Any fuses which are replaced must be of the recommended rating and
type.

Wiring connected by the installer must be adequate. The use of
inadequate wiring may present a fire hazard.

Except where specified the equipment is not suitable for outside use.

Some of the circuit boards provided contain lithium cells. These must
not be short circuited, dismantled or disposed of in fire. Consult local
regulations on disposal.

Lead acid batteries can present a variety of hazards. Use of batteries
other than those recommended should only be attempted by skilled
personnel. Lead acid batteries must not be short circuited, dismantled
or disposed of in fire. Consult local regulations on disposal.

Except where specified this equipment is not for use in safety critical
applications.

EMC Directive

4101-2 Controllers and 4910/4911 Power Supply Units are independently
tested to the harmonized standards (for emission and immunity) of the
European Community, permitting affixing of the CE mark.  The CE mark
symbolizes the fact that the person responsible for the marking has
verified that the product conforms to all the provisions that apply to it.
The signature of the responsible person appears on our declaration of
conformity.

• The incorporation of non-tested components or equipment may
render the purchaser responsible for obtaining their own EMC
Certification for the resulting system.
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Chapter 1  

Introduction

Who should read this handbook

Anyone who needs to understand the Access Control System
hardware so they can configure and install systems.

What the chapters describe

Chapter 2 is a general description of access control in general and the
system which uses 4101-2 Controllers in particular.

Chapters 3 to 12 describe the modular Controller and its modules.

Chapter 13 describes the cables you should use to wire up the
system.

Chapter 14 describes the different types of antenna you can use for
hands free and proximity reading of Cotag Cards.

Chapter 15 describes how to connect earths and screens so that the
system complies with international PTT and EMC regulations.

Chapter 16 describes how to get the system working after
installation.

Chapter 17 gives a guide to simple fault finding on the access control
system.

Appendix 1 shows wiring diagrams for connecting the system up.

Appendix 2 describes how to program Cotag cards and tags for use
with the access control system.

Appendix 3 describes how to connect anti-passback on a single door.
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Chapter 2  

The access control system

Introduction

The access control system is designed to be flexible in the way it is
configured for different applications and powerful in its function. Its
modular structure provides a cost-effective adaptable system.

The 4101-2 Controllers are at the heart of the system. They can be
used either with Cotag Access Control Software or with other
supervising software as part of an OEM system. They provide the
wide range of extra functions required by the users of modern access
control systems.

4101-2 Controller features include:

• the same controller for all tasks.

• up to eight access points per controller.

• a family of application modules to fit different application
requirements.

• distributed intelligence to provide system speed and integrity.

• fast and powerful communications structure.

• programmable logical control of input/output events.

• simple installation.

• automatic system configuration during commissioning.

 Access control

 An access control system uses an access token - usually a card - to
identify its holder and either grant or deny access to a door (or
“access point”). To achieve this, the number or code contained in the
card is read by a reader or reading head under control of an
electronic circuit known as a controller. The controller takes the
access decision (whether or not to let the cardholder through the
door) and operates the door using an electrical door lock mechanism
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of some kind. One or more controllers are supervised by a computer,
usually a PC.

 The diagram below shows a typical layout of the access control
system.

 

Computer

Printer

ControllerControllerController

Reading Head PINpad

 Access tokens

 The access control system can support all kinds of access token.
These will usually be proximity Cards or Tags using RF reading
technology to give Real Hands Free reading range.

 Proximity Cards and Tags contain a custom micro chip and an
antenna system which enable the security codes stored in the chip to
be read by a reading head.

 The system also supports the use of other card technologies such as
Wiegand, Magnetic Stripe or Bar Code and other identification
techniques such as PIN entry, fingerprint recognition or any other
biometric system.
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 Readers and Reading Heads

 Each different card or identification technology is associated with a
different reader.

 The 4101-2 Controllers can drive the full range of Cotag Reading
Heads and Loop Antennas. The Reading Head consists of
transmitting and receiving antennas which are driven by a reader
module fitted inside the modular controller. When the cardholder
brings the card within range of the Reading Head the interrogation
signals from the Reading Head activate the card’s microchip. The
number stored in the card is then transmitted to the Reading Head.

 4101-2 Controllers can also take inputs from any other card reader
or identification system which has a Wiegand or Magnetic Stripe style
of electrical interface. (Consult the chapter on swipe card modules or
call Technical Support if you need help with an interface.)

 Controllers

 The controller provides the intelligence and memory needed for the
access control decision, and the drive signals for the reader. It can
also receive input from monitored sensors and provide control of
other devices and systems via its relay outputs. This includes
activating a door lock and monitoring the door status.

 One or more controllers are connected via a serial data link to the
supervising computer to make up the complete system.

 The computer

 The controllers in the system are all linked to a supervising
computer (or computers on a network). The computer is used to set
up the system database and download it to each controller. Most
decisions can then be taken by the controller without reference to the
computer. This means that the system can respond faster and will
continue to work even if the computer or its serial connections fail.
This technique is known as “distributed processing”.

 The computer can also be used to monitor information about access
transactions, alarms and other messages from the controllers. Also, if
the computer is off-line, the controllers store this information for later
transmission.

 4101-2 Controllers can be managed by a PC running the Access
Control Software or by any other computer system which has
software written to handle the Communications Protocol.
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 Door hardware

 The access control system is completed by electric door locks and
sensors. Remarks here are confined to general observations.

 Door locks must be carefully chosen to match the requirement and
the door structure itself. They are usually the only moving parts in
the whole system. Some designs of lock remain locked when the
power or the system fails (“fail secure”) and other designs unlock
when the power or the system fails (“fail safe”). It is very important to
ensure that the requirements of fire safety and the rules of the local
fire safety authority are taken into account.

 Sensors can be used to show if a door is open or closed. They can
also be used to monitor almost any other part of a building or its
installed equipment to provide status information on the security of
the building or anything else.
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 4101-2 Modular Controllers

 Each controller is housed in a metal case with removable cover and
internal chassis for ease of installation and maintenance.

 The chassis carries a motherboard and provides slots for five modules
plus a 4210 RF Module for proximity cards.

 

0

2

4

6

8 9

1

3

5

7

LEDs

Module
slots

Case Motherboard Chassis

Memory
expansion
connector

Tamper
switch

 The motherboard has a microprocessor circuit which manages the
modules, takes access control decisions and communicates with the
host computer. It also has enough RAM to retain all the access
control data needed for up to eight access points and 13,000
cardholders. An expansion connector for the 4105-2 Memory
Expansion Module enables the RAM to be increased to store up to
77,000 cards.

 The 4210 RF Module is used in any 4101-2 Controller which also
contains Cotag reader modules. It occupies its own slot at the bottom
of the controller, smaller than all the other slots. If a controller is not
being used for Cotag readers (either because swipe cards are being
used or because the controller is only handling inputs and outputs)
then it does not need the RF Module.
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 The five other module slots can all take application modules
according to the needs of the installation:

 Reader modules handling two readers (with PINpads if required) can
be fitted in any of the top four module slots. There are currently two
types of reader module:

• 4322 Cotag Reader module

• 4422 Swipe Card Reader module

 Input/Output modules can be fitted in any of the top five slots. There
is currently one type of I/O module:

• 4253 Input/Output module 16/8 (provides 16 inputs and 8
outputs)

 Up to two Communications modules can be fitted in any of the top
five slots. These are used to manage the controller communications -
see later for different configurations. There are currently three types
of Comms module:

• 4230 Communications module (the first Comms module in
systems with 17 to 64 Access Points)

• 4232 Communications module (for general use anywhere in
the system, and the first Comms module in systems with 1 to
16 Access Points)

• 4235 Communications module (the first Comms module in
systems with more than 64 Access Points)
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Configurations - linking Controllers to a host
computer

The 4101-2 Controllers are connected to their host computer using a
serial data interface. The Communications Protocol enables this to be
done in a variety of ways according to circumstances.

Systems using the Access Control Software running on a PC can be
connected in one of four basic configurations.

One 4101-2 Controller only

Computer

Controller

RS232

This uses an RS232 Link directly between the PC and the controller.
This configuration can manage up to a maximum of 8 doors.

Two 4101-2 Controllers configured as master and slave

Computer

Controller

(Master)

Controller

(Slave)

d/s RS485u/s
RS232

u/s = upstream
d/s = downstream

This configuration uses RS232 between the PC and the master
controller and RS485 between the master controller and the slave
controller, giving a system with up to a maximum of 16 doors with no
comms module. Note that the connection is slower using master and
slave controllers than is the equivalent system using two controllers
and a comms module.
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Several 4101-2 Controllers on one branch

Computer

CM (addrs F)

Controller Controller Controller Controller

d/s RS485

u/s
RS232

d/s
RS485

u/s = upstream
d/s = downstream

This is the most common configuration. It uses RS232 between the
PC and a 4232, 4230 or 4235 Communications module in the first
Controller. All Controllers are linked to the Comms module on a
multidrop RS485 connection. Such a system can manage up to 32
Controllers and a maximum of 16 doors with the 4232 Comms
module, 64 doors with the 4230 Comms module, or 256 doors with
the 4235 Comms module.

Several 4101-2 Controllers on more than one branch

Computer

CM (addrs 0)

Controller

d/s 485

CM (addrs F)

u/s
232

u/s 485 d/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

CM (addrs 1)

Controller

d/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

u/s
485

d/s
485

CM (addrs 2)

Controller
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This layout uses a 4232 Comms module at the head of each branch.
These Comms modules talk via one 4230 or 4235 Comms module to
the PC.

Systems using host computers running software other than the Cotag
Access Control Software can use the same structures but may be
subject to different limitations.

Other structures arise when using 4232 Comms modules to extend
the physical size of the system either over line lengths greater than
1km or over more than one site via telephone lines. The chapter on
the Communications module discusses these techniques in more
detail.

Hardware Systems

If you are using the Cotag Access Control Software, each set of
controllers linked to a PC is called a “Hardware System”. You can
have more than one Hardware System connected to a single
computer, or to any of the computers on your local area network.

Local Hardware Systems

A Local Hardware System is a set of controllers which is always on
line and communicating with the host computer. Each Local
Hardware System communicates with the computer via a piece of
software called a “Comms Driver”.

Remote Site Hardware Systems

A Remote Site Hardware System is a set of controllers which only
communicates with the host computer when it is connected via a
normal dial-up telephone line with a modem at each end. The host
computer is configured to make contact with the controllers at the
remote site by dialling out at specified times, or after specified events.
The controllers at the remote site can dial in to the host computer
when an alarm occurs, or when the transaction buffer in a controller
is becoming full. Each Remote Site Hardware System communicates
with the computer via a piece of software called a “Modem Driver”.
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Chapter 3  

4101-2 Modular Controller

Description

The 4101-2 Modular Controller provides the processing and memory
required to carry out the Access Control and I/O functions
programmed into its EPROM. It also provides communications with
either a Communications module (RS485) or direct to a PC (RS232).
Physically it provides the enclosure to house up to five assorted
modules, plus an RF module if Hands Free reading is required.

The Controller requires a separate power supply (preferably the 4910
PSU) and draws a maximum of 1.25A at 12V with all module slots
filled. Auxiliary power from the PSU enables the Controller to be used
as a central point from which power can be drawn for lock strikes
and other ancillary equipment.
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Connectors, switches and LEDs

The following diagram shows the position of connectors, switches and
LEDs in the 4101-2 Controller.

1 2 3 4

RXD TXD CTS RTS 0V RX RX TX TX 0V
POWER

LED
STATUS

LED TAMPER PSUMON +12 0V
AUX IN AUX OUT

31 2 4 5

66

7 8

9

10

11 12 13

1515

14

LE
A

R
N

16

1 RS232 connector (CONN1): for connecting the Controller direct
to the PC. On systems with more than one Controller, CONN1
can be used for connecting the Radio Controlled Clock.

2 RS485 connector (CONN2): for connecting the Controller to the
Communications module and to the other Controllers on a
branch, or to a slave Controller in a two-Controller system.

3 Various status LEDs and tamper switch connector (CONN3):
for connecting the tamper switch, the LEDs on the tamper
switch board, and the mains power fail input from the PSU.
(The two LEDs and the tamper switch are already connected at
manufacture.)
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4 Power supply connector (CONN4): for connecting to the 4910
PSU.

5 Auxiliary ouput connector (CONN5): connected at manufacture
to the auxiliary power connectors on the sides of the chassis.

6 Cable clamps.

7 RS232 baud rate jumpers (JU1): for selecting the baud rate of
the RS232 communication with the PC. (Does not affect the
baud rate of the RS485 communications which is fixed at
9600.)

8 Rotary switches (SW1, SW2): for setting the Controller address.

9 RAM expansion connector (CONN12): for connecting the
4105-2 Memory Expansion module.

10 Reset button (SW4): active only when held down on power-up.
Resets Controller and clears database.

11 DIL switch (SW3): only switches 3 and 4 are used.
Up is ON, down is OFF.

SW3 SW4 Function
Off Off Comms set to RS485. Use this setting for a

Controller connected to a Comms module and
other Controllers on a branch, or for a slave
Controller connected to its master Controller
in a master/slave system.

Off On Comms set to RS232. Use this setting for a
single Controller system connected directly to
the PC.

On On Both RS232 and RS485 comms. Use this
setting for the master Controller in a
master/slave system. The RS232 connection
is made to the PC, the RS485 connection is
made to the slave Controller.

12 Fuse (FS1) for power to the Controller (1.25A slow blow).

13 Fuse (FS2) for auxiliary power (4A slow blow).

14 Tamper sensor, POWER and STATUS LEDs: LEDs show
through window in lid, tamper switch held open circuit when
lid is in place. Connected to CONN3 at manufacture.
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15 Auxiliary power connectors: for connecting lock strikes and
any other equipment that requires DC power. Connected to
CONN5 at manufacture. 4910 PSU supplies 12V 4A auxiliary
power as standard, or 24V 2A with 12/24V converter fitted.

16 Learn Distributor Code jumper: UP for LEARN DC, DOWN for
normal operation

Motherboard LEDs (see section later in this chapter).

Module slots

The following diagram shows the components of the 4101-2
Controller and its six module slots.

Module
slots

Case Motherboard Chassis

Module
guides

0

2

4

6

8 9

1

3

5

7

Module
slots

The 4101-2 Modular Controller is made up of a case (the part which
you fix to the wall), a chassis (which can easily be removed from the
case), and a lid. A PCB called the “motherboard” and a much smaller
PCB containing the tamper switch and two LED indicators are
mounted on the chassis. The motherboard has five full-size module
slots, and one smaller module slot which is used only for the 4210 RF
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module. The chassis provides module guides into which the edges of
the module PCBs can slide

The five full-size slots each have two address numbers printed on the
chassis, one on the left and one on the right. If a 4322 or 4422
Reader module is fitted in a slot then these numbers give the address
of each reader. The complete reader address (as transmitted on the
comms) consists of the 2-digit address of the Controller (set up on the
rotary switches on the motherboard) followed by the single-digit
module address. For example, 00:5 is module slot 5 in Controller 00.
03:0 is module slot 0 in Controller 03.

Siting

The Controller should be sited indoors on a vertical wall, out of direct
sunlight. Choose a wall which is inside the area protected by the
system, that is, you have to pass through a secure door to gain
access to it. You should also ensure that the area containing the
Controller is accessible by a door with a normal lock and key in the
event of system failure.

Mounting

The Controller has three mounting holes in the rear of the case.

1. Remove the cover: loosen the two fixing screws at the bottom of
the case, pull the cover out at the bottom then slide the cover
up to disengage the two lugs at the top of the case. Unplug the
earth from its spade connector before removing the cover
completely.

2. Remove the chassis on which the circuit board is mounted by
loosening the two fixing screws at the top. The keyhole slots
enable it to be removed with the fixing screws still in place.
Slide the chassis up and lift the top end off the screws. Slide
the chassis up a little more and lift the bottom end off its
fixings.
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3. Mark out and drill three mounting holes for the case and screw
it in position on the wall, checking that the cable entry points
are accessible. Do not forget to route cables first, especially if
you are using the cable entry points in the back.

dimensions
in mm

30 118 118 30
296

31

346

36
25

= 6
= 10

= 6

4. Replace the chassis and tighten the two fixing screws.
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Connecting
To meet international PTT and EMC regulations and to meet the FCC regulations for a class B
digital device, this equipment must be fitted with the ferrite sleeves provided and cable screens
(shields) must be connected correctly, see the chapter entitled “Earthing and screening”.

If you are installing a system with just one or two Controllers, the
computer serial port should be connected direct to CONN1 of the
Controller motherboard and switch 4 of SW3 must be up. No Comms
module is required. If you are installing a system with more than two
Controllers, the computer serial port should be connected to a 4230
Comms module plugged into one of the Controllers and switch 4 of
SW3 must be down on all Controllers.

External connections are made to the Controller via cables which can
enter through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts
provided. There are two clamps on the chassis for securing the cables
connecting to the motherboard. Cables connecting to modules
plugged into the motherboard should be routed to each side of the
chassis where there are cable guides provided. This ensures modules
can be removed easily without cables snagging. See each module’s
own installation note for details of these connections.

CONN1

Function: RS232 connections to computer serial port, or to Radio
Controlled Clock. In a one-Controller system, or for the master
Controller in a two-Controller system, CONN1 must be connected to
the computer serial port. Do not use CONN1 for serial connections to
other Controllers - you need to use CONN2 instead.

Connection to computer serial port

Cable: 3-core, overall screened, maximum length 15 metres, for
example Belden 9533.

Note: to pass emission regulations, the RS232 cable must pass
through the ferrite sleeve provided, see the chapter on “Earthing and
screening”.

Pin Function Connection

No connection Connect cable screen to Controller case
RXD Receive Data to computer TXD, 9-way: pin 3, 25-way: pin 2
TXD Transmit Data to computer RXD, 9-way: pin 2, 25-way: pin 3
CTS Clear To Send see diagram below
RTS Ready To Send see diagram below
0V Signal Earth to computer Signal Earth,

9-way: pin 5, 25-way: pin 7
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Note: CTS and RTS should be linked together both at the computer
and at the Controller as shown in the diagrams below.

PC: 9-way COM1:

2 RXD
3 TXD
8 CTS
7 RTS

5 SE

Controller

Connect cable screen
to Controller case

TXD
RXD
RTS
CTS

SE

Controller

Connect cable screen
to Controller case

TXD
RXD
RTS
CTS

SE

PC: 25-way COM1:

3 RXD
2 TXD
5 CTS
4 RTS

7 SE

Connection to Radio Controlled Clock

Cable: 2-core, overall screened.

Pin Function Connection

Screen No connection
RXD Receive Data to 5810 Converter pin 2
TXD Transmit Data No connection
CTS Clear To Send connect to RTS on CONN1
RTS Ready To Send connect to CTS on CONN1
0V Signal Earth to 5810 Converter: pin 7

CONN2

Function: RS485 connection from Comms module, daisy chained to
all Controllers in one branch of the system. Do not use this connector
if you are using CONN1, except in a master/slave configuration using
two Controllers, or if you are using CONN1 to connect the Radio
Controlled Clock.

Cable: twin individually screened twisted pairs, maximum length
1000 metres in total (whole branch), for example Belden 8723.

Normal connection using Comms module:

Connect CONN2 RX, RX ,  TX and TX  pins to corresponding pins of
CONN2 on next and previous Controllers. Connect cable screens to
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Controller case at one end only. Signal Earth not required. If the
Comms module is plugged into this Controller then connect CONN2
to both the Comms module and to CONN2 of next Controller - see
Comms module installation note.

Pin Function Connection

No connection connect cable screens to Controller case
RX Receive + to RX on Controller, TX on Comms module

RX Receive - to RX  on Controller, TX  on Comms module
TX Transmit + to TX on Controller, RX on Comms module

TX Transmit - to TX  on Controller, RX  on Comms module
0V Signal Earth no connection to Signal Earth required

Note: to pass emission regulations, the RS485 cable must pass
through the ferrite sleeve provided, see the chapter on “Earthing and
screening”.

Master/slave connection (no Comms module):

Connect CONN2 RX, RX ,  TX and TX  pins on the master Controller
to their opposite pins on the slave Controller. Connect cable screens
to Controller case at one end only. Signal Earth not required.

Pin Function Connection

No connection connect cable screens to Controller case
RX Receive + connect RX on master to TX on slave

RX Receive - connect RX  on master to TX  on slave
TX Transmit + connect TX on master to RX on slave

TX Transmit - connect TX  on master to RX  on slave
0V Signal Earth no connection to Signal Earth required

Note: to pass emission regulations, the RS485 cable must pass
through the ferrite sleeve provided, see the chapter on “Earthing and
screening”.

CONN3

Function: general connections. The POWER and STATUS LEDs and
TAMPER switch for the cover are already connected when you receive
the Controller. Each function uses two terminals on the connector.

Pin Function
POWER LED Indicates power on motherboard via LED visible through cover.
STATUS LED Indicates processor running via flashing LED visible through cover.
TAMPER Input indicating cover is opened. Connected to switch on cover. Can

also be connected in parallel to switch on power supply unit cover.
Input is normally open circuit. Short circuit indicates cover removed -
alarm sent to computer.

PSU MON Input indicating mains failure. Input is normally closed circuit. Open
circuit indicates mains failure - alarm sent to computer.
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CONN4

Function: power supply connections

Pin Function
+12 +12V DC input
0V Ground (DC -ve input)

Safety Earth
AUX IN + +ve auxiliary input (Auxiliary input fused via FS2 and then available
AUX IN - -ve auxiliary input as an output at CONN5. Used for lock strikes etc.)

CONN5

Function: auxiliary power output, normally connected to aux power
connector strips.

Pin Function
AUX OUT + +ve auxiliary output (Auxiliary output fused via FS2 if power applied
AUX OUT - -ve auxiliary output to AUX IN connections. Used for lock strikes etc.)

Installing the RF module and teaching the
Controller its Distributor Code

Note: if a Controller is to be used with one or more 4322 Cotag
Reader modules, you must install the RF module and teach the
Controller its Distributor Code before installing any other modules.
You do not need to teach the Distributor Code to a Controller used
only for Swipe Card Reader modules and/or I/O modules.

1. Disconnect the power to the Controller before installing the RF
module.

2. The chassis in the Controller has six module slots. The RF
module must be plugged into the bottom slot (the one with the
smaller connector).

3. With the components on the underside, slide the module down
and locate its connector with the one on the chassis.

4. Press the module home by applying downward pressure on the
board directly over the connector on the motherboard.
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5. Move the jumper labelled LEARN which is just above and to
the left of the RF module to the “up” position as shown in the
following diagram.

LE
A

R
N Module slots

Learn Distributor Code jumper:
UP for LEARN DC

DOWN for normal operation

RF module in bottom module slot

6. Switch on the power to the Controller.

The green STATUS LED should now be flashing twice as fast
as normal.

7. Hold an active card or tag containing the correct Distributor
Code flat against the left hand side of the RF module, either
above it or below it, and move the card or tag around in
contact with the RF module until the STATUS LED stops
flashing and glows steadily.

The Controller has now learnt its Distributor Code.

8. Remove the power to the Controller.

9. Move the LEARN jumper back to its “down” position, or just
remove it completely.

10. Install the required modules in the Controller and set up the
Controller as described in the rest of this chapter.

The Controller can only learn the Distributor Code once -
you cannot change it once learned.
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Setting up the Controller

On a system comprising only one Controller:

• Set switch 4 of SW3 up, leave switch 3 down.
• Set the RS232 baud rate on JU1. This must be set to the same

value as the computer. It is normally in the 9600 position.

 On a system comprising two Controllers:

• On the Controller connected to the computer (the master
Controller), set switches 3 and 4 of SW3 up.

• On the Controller not connected to the computer (the slave
Controller), set switches 3 and 4 of SW3 down.

• On the Controller not connected to the computer (the slave
Controller), set the rotary address switches SW1 and SW2 to
01.

• On the master Controller, set the RS232 baud rate on JU1.
This must be set to the same value as the computer. It is
normally in the 9600 position.

 On a system comprising more than two Controllers:

• Set switches 3 and 4 of SW3 down.
• Set the address of the Controller on the two rotary switches

SW1 and SW2. The address can be any number from 00 to 99,
but must be different from the address of any other Controller
on the same branch.

Installing a system - noting the addresses of
readers, inputs and outputs

When you install a system, make a note of the Controller/Module
address for each reader and its location in the building. This
information is necessary when you set up the Access Points database
in the Software. If someone else is setting up the Software then make
sure they have the list of addresses and locations for all Access
Points in the system.

If you install one or more 4253 Input/Output modules, you must
note the address and function of each input and output. Again, if
someone else is setting up the Software then make sure they have the
list of addresses and functions for all inputs and outputs in the
system.
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Motherboard LEDs

1 2 3 4

1

2
3

4
5

6
7 8

1 RXD
The amber RXD LED lights when the Controller is receiving a
message via the RS232 comms (CONN1). It is driven directly
by the RS232 RXD logic signal level.

2 TXD
The amber TXD LED lights when the Controller is sending a
message via the RS232 comms (CONN1). It is driven directly
by the RS232 TXD logic signal level.

3 IN
The amber IN LED lights when the Controller is receiving a
message via the RS485 comms (CONN2). It is driven when the
processor detects a valid message address field on the RS485
RX signal.

4 OUT
The amber OUT LED lights when the Controller is sending a
message via the RS485 comms (CONN2). It is driven when the
processor enables the RS485 output circuit.

5 CONFIG
The green CONFIG LED lights for 1 second on power-up and
reset while the Controller performs its configuration routine.

6 STAT
The green STAT (status) LED flashes slowly indicating that the
processor is running. If the input voltage drops to below 10V
but not enough to stall the processor, the STAT LED flashes
quickly (five flashes per second). It flashes twice as fast as
normal when the LEARN jumper is in the LEARN DC position,
and glows steadily when the Controller has leant its
Distributor Code. This LED is connected in parallel to the
STATUS LED visible through the cover, so they both give the
same indication.
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7 FS1
The green FS1 LED lights when power is present and the fuse
is good. This LED is connected in parallel to the POWER LED
visible through the cover.

8 FS2
The green FS2 LED lights when auxiliary power is present and
the auxiliary power fuse is good.

Operating

When the Controller is operating correctly the LED labelled STATUS
on the lid flashes continuously. If this LED stops flashing then the
processor in the Controller is not running. It is connected in parallel
with the STAT LED on the motherboard as described above.

The POWER LED is lit continuously by the 12V DC supply to the
Controller. If the DC power is removed or fuse FS1 blows then the
POWER LED goes out.

If you are using the 4910 PSU and have connected the MAINS FAIL
from the PSU to the Controller, the Controller sends a message over
the Comms if the mains power is removed. The Controller will
continue to run on the battery installed in the PSU which is 6A.hour
capacity.
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Chapter 4  

4322 Cotag Reader module

Description

The 4322 Cotag Reader module provides the functions required to
drive two Cotag Reading Heads or Loop Couplers, indicator LEDs,
door monitoring, door exit switches, and a relay for each door lock.
These functions are described below. Note: a 4210 RF module must
be fitted to the 4101-2 Controller in which Cotag reader modules are
installed to provide the signals for the antennas. Every 4101-2
Controller in the system must be taught its Distributor Code before it
will read cards and tags.

Transmit and receive (Tx and Rx)
Transmit and receive terminals on the 4322 module connect directly
to the 280 Reading Head, 090 Reading Head, or 270 Loop Coupler.
The transmit signal generated by the RF module in the 4101-2
Controller switches the Card on when it comes in range of the
antenna, and the code stored in the Card is then read via the receive.

LEDs: red, amber and green (R , A  and G )
The 280 Reading Head has three LEDs whose cathodes connect to
these outputs from the 4322 module. VA is the common anode
connection. With a loop antenna system, the 272 Remote Indicator
should be used to provide the three LEDs. The 090 Reading Head has
two LEDs: red and green.

Warning outputs (for local buzzer when door is left open or
forced)
The horn  terminals provide local warning outputs. The 280 Mk2
Reading Head has a buzzer built in which can be connected between

 and VA on the 4322 module. Almost any 12V DC buzzer can be
used in conjunction with other antenna systems.

Relay connections: normally open (NO), normally closed
(NC) and common (Com)
The relays do not provide any power, but can be used to switch the
door lock mechanisms, either using the normally open connection for
fail secure, or the normally closed connection for fail safe. There is a
separate relay for each door.
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Door exit control inputs (egress inputs - EG)
A pushbutton switch (push-to-make) connected between EG and ØV
activates the relay to unlock the door.

Door open monitoring inputs (door open and door forced
functions - DO)
A door monitoring switch (shorted when the door is closed) connected
between DO and ØV provides door open and door forced information.

Connectors, jumpers and LEDs

The following diagram shows the position of connectors, jumpers and
LEDs on the 4322 module.

Tx Tx Scr Rx Rx NC Com NO DO ØV EG Tx Tx Scr Rx Rx NC Com NO DO ØV EGR A G VA R A G VA

LED LED

Mk2

Mk1

JU7

JU7

JU7 selects whether the module behaves as the old 4320 Dual Cotag
Reader module, or as the new 4322 Cotag Reader module.

4320 operation The 4322 Cotag Reader module is a direct
replacement for the 4320 Dual Cotag Reader module and is shipped
with jumper JU7 in the Mk1 position. With JU7 in this position, the
module operates as a 4320 Dual Cotag Reader module and can be
installed in any 4101 or 4010 Controller fitted with any version of
firmware. It is recognised as a 4320 Dual Cotag Reader module by all
versions of the Access Control Software. The 4322 module operating
as a 4320 module provides both the amber LED output and the local
warning output, wheras the original 4320 module provided a single
output that was selected by a jumper. The 4322 module operating as
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a 4320 module does not support the 4922 Dual PINpad Data
Adapter.

4322 operation If JU7 is moved to the Mk2 position the 4322 Cotag
Reader module is only supported by the following:

• Access Control Software version 4 or later

• Mk2 4101 Controllers with firmware version 2/64.3A or later

• 4010 Controllers with firmware version 2/60.4A or later

 With JU7 in the Mk2 position the module is recognised as a 4322
Cotag Reader module by the Access Control Software, and the module
supports the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter.

 LEDs

 There is an amber LED for each reader which lights when the
transmit is active, that is, when the Controller is polling the reader.

 If the LED is not flashing then the reader is not being polled and no
cards can be read. This is either because the reader is not configured
in the Software, or the Software database has not been downloaded to
the Controller.

 Connecting

 External connections are made to the Controller via cables which can
enter through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts
provided. Cables connecting to modules plugged into the
motherboard should be routed to each side of the chassis where there
are cable guides provided. This ensures modules can be removed
easily without cables snagging.

 All connections to the module are made to the strip of green
connectors along the front edge of the module circuit board. There is
a duplicate set of connections on each side, one set per reader. The
connectors can be unplugged from the module so you can gain access
to the screw terminals with a screwdriver. Unplugging the connectors
also enables the module to be removed at a later date, leaving the
wiring intact.
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 280 Reading Head

 The table below lists connections to the 280 Reading Head. It shows
which pins on the module should be connected to TB1 (the connector
on the 280 Reading Head).

 Module 280RH Function
 Tx TB1 - 8 transmit line

 Tx TB1 - 9 transmit line
 Scr NC *if using 812 cable,
 connect Tx & Rx cable screens at module
 Rx TB1 - 6 receive line

 Rx TB1 - 7 receive line

 R TB1 - 3 red LED cathode (-ve)

 A TB1 - 4 amber LED cathode (-ve)

 G TB1 - 5 green LED cathode (-ve)
 VA TB1 - 2 LEDs common anode,
 local warning bleeper +ve on 280 Mk2

 TB1 - 1 local warning bleeper -ve on 280 Mk2

 These connections can all be made using the special purpose 812
Cable.

 *If you are not using 812 cable, the cable screens should be
connected to the Controller case and not to the screen connection on
the module, see the chapter on “Earthing and screening”. The Tx and
Rx lines should use screened twisted pair cables with 0.38mm2

(22AWG) conductors. This corresponds to Belden 8723 or equivalent
for twin twisted pair. Any suitable screened 5-core cable can be used
for the LEDs and horn, for example Belden 9535.

 The maximum cable distance between the Controller and the Reading
Head using 812 cable is 300 metres, or 200 metres using Belden
8723.

 090 Reading Head

 The table below lists connections from the module to the 090 Reading
Head.

 Module 090RH Function
 Tx terminal 1 transmit line

 Tx terminal 2 transmit line
 Scr NC *if using 812 cable,
 connect Tx & Rx cable screens at module
 Rx terminal 6 receive line

 Rx terminal 7 receive line
 VA terminal 3 LEDs common anode +ve

 R terminal 4 red LED cathode -ve

 G terminal 5 green LED cathode -ve
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 The cable specification is the same as for the 280 given above.

 *If you are using ordinary screened twisted pair, the screens should
be connected to the Controller case and not to the screen connections
on the module, see the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

 Local warning bleepers

 The system can be configured to give a local warning output on the
horn  terminal when a door is forced or is left open for longer than
a specified time. Each local warning output should be fed to a bleeper
mounted near the door, or to the horn which is fitted on the 280 Mk2
Reading Head. For low current devices up to 10mA such as the horn
in the 280 Reading Head, you can draw the power from VA. For more
power, you can connect the sounding device between the auxiliary
12V supply and the local warning output which is an open collector
which can sink up to 250mA at 12V DC. For even more power, use
the local warning output to control a relay switching a separate power
source at the door.

 Module Function

 Local warning output - open collector - 0V when active
 VA +10V (10mA maximum)

 Relays (for door lock mechanisms)

 The relays each have three terminals: Com (common), NO (normally
open) and NC (normally closed). The relays are electrically isolated
from each other and from everything else. Each relay can be
connected to a power supply of maximum 30V AC or DC passing a
maximum current of 2A.

 Module Function
 NC Normally closed contact
 Com Common
 NO Normally open contact

 Using a relay to switch inductive DC loads

 If you are using a relay to switch an inductive DC load, such as a
mag lock, we recommend that you fit a suppression diode across the
load as shown in the following diagram.

 

Mag lock

Power supply

NO

NC

Com

-+
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 If you don’t do this, the relay may wear out quickly due to arcing
across the contacts. Use a diode such as IN4001 and make sure you
connect it so it is not conducting when the lock is energised.

 Door open and door exit control (egress) inputs

 Each door open monitoring input should be wired to a switch whose
contacts are shorted when the door is closed.

 Each door exit control input should be wired to a normally open
pushbutton switch mounted next to the door on the secure side.
When the input is shorted, the relay is activated for the relay time.

 Module Function
 DO Door open input - normally shorted to ØV - open circuit to activate
 ØV ØV
 EG Door exit control input (egress) - short to ØV to activate

 Operating

 Board LEDs

 The reader module has two amber LEDs, one for each reader, which
indicates the transmit signals to and from the antennas.

 When an LED is flashing, it shows that the Controller is polling the
reader. When the module is first installed in the Controller and
switched on, it is not polled and the LEDs are off. For a reader to
start being polled, it must be configured in the Access Configuration
part of the Access Control Software. Use the Update System List
command in the Hardware Systems part of the Access Control
Software to see what modules are installed and whether they are
configured. When you configure the reader, provided the system is on
line, the necessary commands are downloaded to the Controller
immediately and the reader starts to work. The LED for that reader
flashes.

 Reading Head LEDs

 The red, green and amber LED outputs from the reader module are
usually connected to the corresponding LEDs on the 280 Reading
Head. For loop antenna systems, the three LEDs can be provided by a
272 Remote Indicator. The 090 Reading Head has red and green
LEDs.
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 The LED outputs have the following meanings.

 Green
 Access granted - the door is unlocked.

 Red
 Access denied - the reader is operational and ready to read a card. A
red LED output normally means that the door is locked. However,
when anti-passback is in use a Reading Head may be positioned on
either side of the same door. In this situation, someone can be read
on one side and unlock the door while the LED on the other side
continues to show red.

 Amber
 The amber LED gives information about cards which are read by the
system. Its function depends on whether the red LED is lit or the
green LED is lit when the card(s) come within range of the antenna.

 When the red LED is lit:

• A valid card unlocks the door, the red LED goes out and the
green LED lights for the duration of the relay time. The amber
LED does not light.

• An invalid card lights the amber LED for as long as the card
remains in range of the antenna. The red LED remains lit.

• If more than one card is detected at the same time the amber
LED flashes for as long as the cards remain in range of the
antenna. If one card becomes significantly nearer the antenna
than the other, the closer card will be read as if the other were
not present.

 When the green LED is lit:

• A valid card lights the amber LED for half a second to show
that the card has been correctly read.

• If either an invalid card or more than one card is within range
of the antenna, the amber LED does not light.

An invalid card is one which has the correct Distributor Code, but is
denied access because of one of the violations specified on the Access
Violations page of the System Administration part of the Access
Control Software. A card with an incorrect Distributor Code is treated
by the system as if it weren’t there at all, but its presence will affect
the reading of other cards.
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Chapter 5  

4422 Swipe Card Reader module

Description

Note: the 4422 Swipe Card Reader module can only be fitted to
4101-2 Controllers with firmware version 2/64.3A or later and to
4010 Controllers with firmware version 2/60.4A or later.

The 4422 Swipe Card Reader module can read data from two
Wiegand or Magnetic Stripe card readers. It provides indicator LED
outputs, door monitoring and door exit switch inputs, and a relay for
each door lock. These functions are described below. The swipe card
module can be connected to the data output from 5000 series
readers; this enables the system to perform AVI (automatic vehicle
identification) and wanderer control.

Wiegand and Magnetic Stripe inputs (DØ and D1)
The 4422 module collects data from the card readers on these inputs.
By sending interface configuration commands from the computer, you
tell the Controller the data format used by each reader, and the
Controller can then read the data from the cards.

LEDs: red, amber and green (R , A  and G )
These outputs can be used to drive indicator LEDs at the door, either
on the card reader itself, or on a 272 Remote Indicator. VA is the
common anode connection.

Warning outputs (for local buzzer when door is left open or
forced)
The horn  terminals provide local warning outputs. Almost any
12V DC buzzer can be used, connected between  and VA.

Relay connections: normally open (NO), normally closed
(NC) and common (Com)
The relays do not provide any power, but can be used to switch the
door lock mechanisms, either using the normally open connection for
fail secure, or the normally closed connection for fail safe. There is a
separate relay for each door.

Door exit control inputs (egress inputs - EG)
A pushbutton switch (push-to-make) connected between EG and ØV
activates the relay to unlock the door.
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Door open monitoring inputs (door open and door forced
functions - DO)
A door monitoring switch (shorted when the door is closed) connected
between DO (the door open input - do not mistake for DØ, the data
input, which is next to the D1 connection on the module) and ØV
provides door open and door forced information.

Cdk
Special connections for CardkeyTM.

Connectors, jumpers and LEDs

The following diagram shows the position of connectors, jumpers and
LEDs on the 4422 module.

+V ØV D1 DØ Cdk NC Com NO DO ØV EG NC Com NO DO ØV EGR A G VA R A G VA

LED LED

B

A
JU1

B

A
JU2

B

A
JU3

B

A
JU4

B

A
JU5

B

A
JU6

+V ØV D1 DØ Cdk

JU3/JU6
JU3 selects the voltage on the left hand reader’s +V terminal. JU6
selects the voltage on the right hand reader’s +V terminal. The A
position gives 5.0V regulated, 100mA maximum. The B position gives
11.2V regulated, 150mA maximum (but this output may fall to
around 10.5V when the Controller is being powered by battery
backup). The default setting is 5V.

JU2/JU5
JU2 and JU5 configure the left and right reader respectively for
connection to a Wiegand or a Magnetic Stripe reader.

With the jumper in the B position, data is both read and clocked from
DØ and D1 using the edges of the data pulses. This is the position to
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use with Wiegand card readers and any other card readers which
have no separate clock or strobe output.

For any card reader which has a separate clock or strobe output, the
jumper must be in the A position. The data is read from D1 and
clocked from the strobe signal applied to DØ.

The default setting is B (Wiegand).

JU1/JU4
If you are using a Mag Stripe reader, set the Mag Stripe clock input
(strobe) active-low or active-high on jumpers JU1 and JU4 - position
A for active-low, position B for active-high. If you are using a Wiegand
reader, JU1/JU4 must be set to position A (active-low). JU1 sets the
clock polarity for the left hand reader, JU4 the right.

The default setting is A (active-low).

LEDs
There is an amber LED for each reader. The LED flashes steadily
when the Controller is polling the half of the module correspnding to
that reader. If the LED is not flashing then the module is not being
polled and the reader will not read cards. This is either because the
module is not configured in the Software, or the Software database
has not been downloaded to the Controller. Whenever a card is being
swiped, the LED corresponsing to that reader flashes with a different
pattern, enabling you to see if the module is receiving data from the
card reader. This is helpful when installing the system or fault
finding.

Connecting

External connections are made to the Controller via cables which can
enter through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts
provided. Cables connecting to modules plugged into the
motherboard should be routed to each side of the chassis where there
are cable guides provided. This ensures modules can be removed
easily without cables snagging.

All connections to the module are made to the strip of green
connectors along the front edge of the module circuit board. There is
a duplicate set of connections on each side, one set per reader. The
connectors can be unplugged from the module so you can gain access
to the screw terminals with a screwdriver. Unplugging the connectors
also enables the module to be removed at a later date, leaving the
wiring intact.
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Wiegand card reader or 5000 series reader

The Wiegand connections are used for Wiegand card readers and for
connecting 5000 series readers (for AVI or Wanderer Control).

Module Reader Function
DØ DØ logic Ø line
D1 D1 logic 1 line
ØV -volts ground
+V +volts +5V or +12V* supply for reader (select with JU3/JU6)

*Note that the 12V supply is actually an 11.2V regulated output. However, when the
Controller is powered from the backup battery, this output may fall to 10.5V. No more than
100mA must be drawn from the +5V output and no more than 150mA from the +12V
output.

5000 series readers connected to the swipe module should be
configured so their data interfaces are set to 59.

If 5000 series readers are connected, the swipe module Access Point
records in the Access Control Software should be set to interface 303.

Use cable which is overall screened. The cable gauge depends on the
distance you wish to run it and the current drawn by the card reader.
For example, Sensor specify 18AWG (0.75mm2) conductors for up to
160 metres. See the card reader manufacturer’s specification. The
cable screen should be connected to the Controller case, see the
chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

Magnetic Stripe

Module Reader Function
DØ strobe clock
D1 data data line
ØV -volts ground
+V +volts +5V or +12V* supply for reader (select with JU3/JU6)

*Note that the 12V supply is actually an 11.2V regulated output. However, when the
Controller is powered from the backup battery, this output may fall to 10.5V. No more than
100mA must be drawn from the +5V output and no more than 150mA from the +12V
output.
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LEDs

The LED outputs can be used to drive LEDs in the card reader itself,
or in a 272 Remote Indicator (the connections for which are shown
below). The LED outputs are common anode (VA at +10V) and show
when the door is locked/unlocked and if the card is valid, see the
section on “Door indicator LEDs”.

272 Remote
Module Indicator Function

R terminal 2 red LED cathode (-ve)

A terminal 3 amber LED cathode (-ve)

G terminal 4 green LED cathode (-ve)
VA terminal 1 LEDs common anode (+ve)

Any suitable screened cable can be used for the LEDs - the
conductors can be run inside the same cable as the other reader
connections.

If the card reader itself has one or more LED connections, read the
description of its operation and then decide which of the swipe
module’s LED outputs is most suitable to drive each LED.

Local warning bleepers

The system can be configured to give a local warning output on the
horn  terminal when a door is forced or is left open for longer than
a specified time. Each local warning output should be fed to a bleeper
mounted near the door. For low current devices up to 10mA you can
draw the power from VA. For more power, you can connect the
sounding device between the auxiliary 12V supply and the local
warning output which is an open collector which can sink up to
250mA at 12V DC. For even more power, use the local warning
output to control a relay switching a separate power source at the
door.

Module Function

Local warning output - open collector - 0V when active
VA +10V (10mA maximum)
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Relays (for door lock mechanisms)

The relays each have three terminals: Com (common), NO (normally
open) and NC (normally closed). The relays are electrically isolated
from each other and from everything else. Each relay can be
connected to a power supply of maximum 30V AC or DC passing a
maximum current of 2A.

Module Function
NC Normally closed contact
Com Common
NO Normally open contact

Using a relay to switch inductive DC loads

If you are using a relay to switch an inductive DC load, such as a
mag lock, we recommend that you fit a suppression diode across the
load as shown in the following diagram.

Mag lock

Power supply

NO

NC

Com

-+

If you don’t do this, the relay may wear out quickly due to arcing
across the contacts. Use a diode such as IN4001 and make sure you
connect it so it is not conducting when the lock is energised.

Door open and door exit control (egress) inputs

Each door open monitoring input should be wired to a switch whose
contacts are shorted when the door is closed.

Each door exit control input should be wired to a normally open
pushbutton switch mounted next to the door on the secure side.
When the input is shorted, the relay is activated for the relay time.

Module Function
DO Door open input - normally shorted to ØV - open circuit to activate
ØV ØV
EG Door exit control input (egress) - short to ØV to activate

Note that the DO connection is next to the NO connection on the relay
- do not confuse it with the DØ data connection.
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Setting up the Swipe Card Reader module

Note: jumpers JU1, JU2 and JU3 configure the left hand (even
address) reader,  jumpers JU4, JU5 and JU6 configure the right
hand (odd address) reader.

• Set the +V output from the module to match the voltage
required by the card reader - set JU3 or JU6 to position A for
5V, set JU3 or JU6 to position B for 12V. JU3 sets the voltage
for the left hand reader, JU6 the right.

• Select whether you are connecting a card reader that provides
a Mag Stripe type output  (set JU2 or JU5 to position A) or a
Wiegand type output (set JU2 or JU5 to position B). JU2
configures the left hand reader, JU5 the right.

• Most Mag Stripe type readers use active-low strobe (clock)
signals, but some use active-high strobe signals in which case
JU1 and JU4 can be used to invert the signal on the module’s
DØ input. If the reader uses the more common active-low
strobe signal, set JU1 or JU4 to position A. If the reader uses
an active-high strobe signal, set JU1 or JU4 to position B.
(This setting also affects the DØ input when using Wiegand
readers - JU1 and JU4 should always be in position A when
the module is connected to Wiegand readers.) JU1 configures
the left hand reader, JU4 the right. The table below shows
example jumper settings for different readers:

 Default jumper settings Mag Stripe reader Mag Stripe reader
 (as shipped): Wiegand at either address at either address
 reader at either address active-low strobe active-high strobe
 +5V supply to reader +12V supply to reader +5V supply to reader
 JU1/JU4 position A JU1/JU4 position A JU1/JU4 position B
 JU2/JU5 position B JU2/JU5 position A JU2/JU5 position A
 JU3/JU6 position A JU3/JU6 position B JU3/JU6 position A

 Operating

 Board LEDs

 Each reader has an amber LED which indicates whether the reader is
being polled by the Controller.

 

Right
LED

Left
LED
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 When the module is first installed in the Controller and switched on,
it is not polled and the LEDs are off. For a reader to start being
polled, it must be configured in the Access Configuration part of the
Access Control Software. Use the Update System List command in
the Hardware Systems part of the Access Control Software to see
what modules are installed and whether they are configured. When
you configure the reader, if the system is on line, the necessary
commands are downloaded to the Controller immediately and the
reader starts to work. The LED for that reader flashes steadily.

 When a card is swiped, the LED flashes with a different pattern, so
you can see if the module is receiving data from the card reader.

 Door indicator LEDs
 How you use the red, green and amber LED outputs from the module
depends on the card reader you are using, how many LEDs it has
and how they are driven. All three LEDs can be provided by a 272
Remote Indicator mounted next to the door. The three LED outputs
from the module are common anode (VA) 12V, the cathodes being

switched from R , A  and G .

 The swipe card module LED outputs have the following meanings.

 Green
 Access granted - the door is unlocked.

 Red
 Access denied - the reader is operational and ready to read a card. A
red LED output normally means that the door is locked. However,
when anti-passback is in use a card reader may be positioned on
either side of the same door. In this situation, someone can swipe a
card on one side and unlock the door while the LED on the other side
continues to show red.

 Amber
 The amber LED gives information about cards which are read by the
system. Its function depends on whether the red LED is lit or the
green LED is lit when the card is swiped.

 When the red LED is lit:

• A valid card swipe unlocks the door, the red LED goes out and
the green LED lights for the duration of the relay time. The
amber LED does not light.

• An invalid card swipe lights the amber LED for 1 second.

 When the green LED is lit:

• A valid card swipe lights the amber LED for half a second to
show that the card has been correctly read.

An invalid card is one which is denied access because of one of the
violations specified on the Access Violations page of the System
Administration part of the Access Control Software.
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Chapter 6  

4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter
and 4988 PINpad Data Converter

Description

The 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter enables you to use one or two
PINpads with each of your 4322 and 4422 Reader modules. The
PINpad is mounted next to the Reader at the door. Data from the
PINpad passes to the 4988 PINpad Data Converter (which is mounted
inside the PINpad, or next to it) and is then sent along up to 300
metres of cable to the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter mounted on
the Reader module.

Each Reader module requires one 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter
and one or two 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapters, depending on
whether you want a PINpad for both Readers on the module.

Installing the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter
on a 4322 or 4422 Reader module

1. If your Reader module is already installed in a Controller,
remove the power from the Controller and remove the Reader
module.

2. Make sure that JU7 on the 4322 Reader module circuit board
is in the Mk2 position.

3. Connect the socket labelled CONN1 on the 4922 on to the
connector pins labelled CONN8 in the middle of the top of the
4322 or 4422. Make sure all of the pins are in the socket - one
of the socket holes is blanked off to prevent misalignment.

4. Turn the captive screw on the front underside of the 4322 or
4422 until it engages in the metal bracket on the 4922, then
carefully tighten it to hold the 4922 in place.

5. Slide the 4322 or 4422 back into the Controller and tighten the
module’s mounting screws.
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Mounting the 4988 PINpad Data Converter

The 4988 PINpad Data Converter has approximate dimensions
60x35x15 mm. Four holes are provided in the circuit board for
mounting it inside OEM products.

4922/4988 connectors and LEDs

The following diagram shows the position of the connectors and LEDs
on the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter, and the positions of the
connectors on the 4988 PINpad Data Converter.

V+ RA TA RBSCR ØV TB

LEDLED

CONN1

SCR
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
X1
X2
X3
X4

SCR
ØV
V+
R
T
E

A/E
O
C

CONN1 CONN2

to
4922

to
PINpad

LED
drivers

Connecting

Connecting the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter to one or
two 4988 PINpad Data Converters

Using a separate 4-core overall screened cable such as Belden 9534
for each 4988 PINpad Data Converter, connect CONN2 on the 4922
to CONN1 on each 4988 as shown in the following table.

4922 4988 (A) 4988 (B)
CONN2 CONN1 CONN1
ØV ØV ØV
V+ V+ V+
RA T -
TA R -
RB - T
TB - R
case* SCR SCR

A is PINpad for “even address” Reader, B is PINpad for “odd address” Reader.

*The cable screens should be connected to the nearest binding post to where the cables enter
the 4101-2 Controller case.

The maximum distance between the 4922 and a 4988 is 300 metres with screened cable.
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Connecting the PINpad to the 4988 PINpad Data Converter

The 4988 PINpad Data Converter should be mounted inside or close
to the PINpad. Connect the two as shown in the following table.

4988
PINpad CONN2
No connection SCR - connect cable screen to 4988 only, not to PINpad
row1 X1
row2 X2
row3 X3
row4 X4
column1 Y1
column2 Y2
column3 Y3
column4 Y4

4 5 6

C E

1 2 30
7

8 9 A B
D F

Type 2

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

✱ 0 #
Type 1

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
0 F E

A
B
C
D

Type 3

X1 X2 X3

Y4
Y3
Y2
Y1

X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3X4 X4

Connecting the PINpad LEDs

The 4988 PINpad Data Converter Provides four outputs which you
can use to drive indicator LEDs. We recommend that you connect the
two drivers shown in the table below to green and red LEDs. If you
are using a PINpad with LEDs built in then the connections can be
made direct. If you are using a PINpad without LEDs then make the
connections to green and red LEDs mounted near the PINpad. You
can use the 272 Remote Indicator for this purpose if you wish. The
outputs are open collector and pull down to 0V when on. You can use
the V+ connection as the common anode.

PINpad or 272 4988 CONN2 Function

green LED E lights when PIN required

red LED A / E lights when key pressed or fault occurs
+ volts V+ common anode (+ve)

Testing

When you have connected the 4922 Dual PINpad Data Adapter to one
or two 4988 PINpad Data Converters, power up the Controller and
look at the amber LEDs on the 4922 labelled D6 and D7. If the
connections are correct, the corresponding LED should be flashing -
D7 for A, D6 for B. If the LED is not flashing then you must check
your wiring.
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LED outputs available from CONN1 of 4988
PINpad Data Converter

CONN1 of the 4988 PINpad Data Converter has four LED outputs,
each of which is an open collector driver which can sink up to 20mA.
You can use V+ to provide power for the LEDs. The function of the
four LED outputs is as follows:

E  (ENABLE) This output is activated when a card or tag has been
read or swiped and the Controller is wating for PIN data to be entered
on the PINpad.

A / E  (ACK/ERROR) This output is activated for 100ms every time a
key is pressed on the PINpad. If the PIN entered is incorrect, this
output is activated for 5s. If no PIN data is entered, or not enough
PIN data, this output is activated for 1s.

O  (OPEN) This output is activated while the door relay is energised.

C  (CLOSED) This output is the inverse of O .

Using the PINpad

The PINpad is a keypad which is installed next to a door and is used
to provide security over and above that of the Card validation alone.

The PINpad can be used for the following:

1. Keying in your PIN (personal identification number) to gain
access to a door after your Card has been read.

2. Keying in a “duress” PIN to gain access to a door in the same
way as above while also generating an alarm.

3. Keying in a special PIN to activate a “trigger event” from the
Controller. (A trigger event can be configured to provide any
I/O function.)
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PINpad types

There are three layouts of PINpad which can be used with the
Software.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

✱ 0 #

4 5 6

C E

1 2 30
7

8 9 A B
D F

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
0 F E

A
B
C
D

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

Select the correct PINpad type on the Auxiliary Controls page of the
Access Point record in the Software to match your style of PINpad.
Note that on PINpad types 2 and 3, pressing A is equivalent to
pressing ✱ on type 1 and pressing B is equivalent to pressing #.

Using your PIN for normal entry

When you walk up to a door with a PINpad fitted, first the system
must read your Card. When it has read and verified the Card, a green
light on the PINpad indicates that you must key in your PIN. As you
press each key, the red light on the PINpad flashes, showing that you
have successfully pressed a key. After the correct number of
keypresses (4, 5 or 6 depending on system configuration), either the
door will unlock (usually indicated by a green LED on the card reader
or 272 Remote Indicator illuminating), or the red light on the PINpad
will illuminate for two seconds indicating that the PIN you typed was
invalid. If you realise you have made a mistake before keying the last
digit, press # and start again.

Entering your PIN for the first time

If the system is set up so you can choose your own PIN the first time
you use the PINpad, you must proceed as follows.

1. Choose a PIN (4, 5 or 6 digits depending on system
configuration). Make sure it is a number you will remember.

2. Present your Card and wait until the green light on the PINpad
illuminates.

3. Key your chosen PIN on the PINpad.

After you enter the PIN, the green light goes out for one second and
then lights again.
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4. Key the same PIN once again.

The PIN you type must be exactly the same as in step 3. If it is then
the green LED on the PINpad goes off. If it isn’t then you have to start
again.

5. To test that the system has learnt your PIN: present the Card
again, wait for the green light on the PINpad to illuminate,
then key in your PIN. The door should unlock.

Your PIN is now set to the number you typed at steps 2 and 3. If you
forget your PIN then you must tell the system administrator who can
set the Software so you can key in a new one again.

Duress PIN

If you are in a situation where, maybe, you are being forced to enter a
door by an intruder, you can type in your duress PIN. This does not
do anything abnormal at the door, so the intruder is not alerted, but
the system generates an alarm which is sent to the computer. Anyone
monitoring the system can see the alarm and act upon it.

The duress PIN is your own PIN + 1 with no carry over from the last
digit.

For example, if your PIN is 1234 then your duress PIN is 1235. If
your PIN is 1239 then your duress PIN is 1230. If your PIN is 9999
then your duress PIN is 9990.

Activating a trigger event under PIN control

You can configure a trigger event to be under PIN control. The PIN is
a special one, not particular to each individual, but chosen by the
system administrator. The source of the trigger event can either be an
ON entry of the PIN, or an OFF entry of the PIN, so you could have
two trigger events, one configured to switch something on, the other
configured to switch something off, both of which operations are
controlled by the same PIN.

1. To activate an ON trigger event, present a valid Card, press the
✱ key, then key in the PIN, then press the ✱ key again.

2. To activate an OFF trigger event, present a valid Card, press
the ✱ key, then key in the PIN, then press the # key.
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Chapter 7  

4253 Input/Output module 16/8
& 4953 I/O Status Display module

Description

The 4253 I/O module provides 16 supervised inputs and 8 relay
outputs.

The 4953 Status Display module fits onto the 4253 I/O module and
provides LED indications showing the states of all the inputs and
outputs. There are no external connections to the 4953 module.

Supervised inputs

Each input is monitored for change of state and also for open/short
circuit (tamper). The polarity of eight of the inputs can be selected
using eight jumpers on the module circuit board (JU13 to JU20). The
other eight inputs are fixed to “normally closed” (input is active when
switch contacts are open).

Relay outputs

When an output is activated, its relay is energised. The 4253 I/O
module has eight single pole relay outputs with just two connections
for each - O# and C#. The polarity of each output (normally open or
normally closed) is selected using eight jumpers on the module circuit
board (JU1 to JU8).

Each pair of outputs - O1/O2, O3/O4, O5/O6 and O7/O8 - can be
linked so both relays are energised together when the first output of
the pair is activated. Jumpers JU9 to JU12 set this function.
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Connectors and jumpers on the 4253 module

The following diagram shows the position of connectors and jumpers
on the 4253 I/O module.

IND

O2
O1

O4
O3

O6
O5

O8
O7

INDIND IND

NORMALLY OPEN

NORMALLY CLOSED
JU13 to JU16

NORMALLY OPEN

NORMALLY CLOSED
JU17 to JU20JU9 to JU12

NC

NO

........................ JU1 to JU8 .......................
NC

NO

NC

NO

NC

NO

NC

NO

NC

NO

NC

NO

NC

NO

I1 ØV I2 I3 ØV I4 I5 ØV I6 I7 ØV I8 O1 C1 O2 C2 O3 C3 O4 C4 O5 C5 O6 C6 O7 C7 O8 C8 I1 ØV I2 I3 ØV I4 I5 ØV I6 I7 ØV I8

Eight even address
inputs

Eight even address
outputs

Eight odd address
inputs

Connecting the 4253 I/O module

External connections are made to the Controller via cables which can
enter through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts
provided. Cables connecting to modules plugged into the
motherboard should be routed to each side of the chassis plate where
there are cable guides provided. This ensures modules can be
removed easily without cables snagging.

All connections to the module are made to the strip of green
connectors along the front edge of the module circuit board. The
connectors can be unplugged from the module so you can gain access
to the screw terminals with a screwdriver. Unplugging the connectors
also enables the module to be removed at a later date, leaving the
wiring intact.
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Inputs

The 4253 I/O module provides sixteen inputs, eight of which have
the even address of the slot into which the module is plugged and the
other eight of which have the odd address. Each set of eight is
labelled I1 to I8.

Inputs are monitored with respect to ground (0V).

Each input can be configured in the Software as a supervised input.
If you wish to use a supervised input it must be wired as shown in
the following diagram.

Aux

0V

5k6

1k8

T S

The switch or relay contact driving the input (labelled S in the
diagram) must be connected via a 1k8Ω 0.25W 5% resistor in series,
and must also have a 5k6Ω 0.25W 5% resistor across it in parallel.
This ensures that the system can tell the difference between a valid
active state and a tamper condition (short or open circuit).

Some devices include a built-in tamper switch (labelled T in the
diagram) which activates when the device is opened or smashed.
Provided this tamper switch is normally closed, its activation will be
detected as a tamper condition. Note: all the components shown
within the dashed box in the diagram must be mounted within the
device's case.

The input wiring described above is suitable for most purposes. If you
have a non-standard application which uses extra components
external to the input you will need to know the voltage switching
thresholds.
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The following diagram shows which of the four possible conditions of
a supervised input (open circuit tamper, input high, input low, short
circuit tamper) will be generated by any applied voltage.

123
123
123
123
123
123

123
123
123
123

123
123
123
123
123

123
123
123
123
123
123

VA (10V + 0.5V)

0V

9.1V ( + 0.5V*)

5.7V

2.1V

( + 0.4V*)

( + 0.3V*)

Open circuit
tamper

Input
high

Input
low

Short circuit
tamper

* The tolerances shown are entirely due to the + 0.5V tolerance in VA.
For example, if VA were 9.5V, the open circuit tamper condition
boundary would be reduced proportionately, but an input high
condition would still be guaranteed at 8.6V.

Each input has an internal 1k5 pull-up resistor to VA.

Note that you must never drive the input with a voltage which is
greater than VA - physical damage will occur.

If the input is configured as a normal (non-supervised) input, the
5.7V boundary alone determines the state of the input.

Configuring inputs

Inputs can  be configured in a number of ways using the Software.
For example, an input can be shunted (meaning that its state is
ignored) during certain times.
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Outputs

The 4253 I/O module provides eight outputs supplied on single pole
changeover relays. Each relay has just two connections, O# and C#
(where # is the output number). These connections can be
individually set to either normally open or normally closed using
jumpers JU1 to JU8 on the module circuit board.

All relays are electrically isolated from each other and from everything
else. Each relay can be connected to a power supply of maximum
30V AC or DC passing a maximum current of 2A.

Using a relay to switch inductive DC loads

If you are using a relay to switch an inductive DC load, such as a
mag lock, we recommend that you fit a suppression diode across the
load as shown in the following diagram.

Mag lock

Power supply

NO

NC

Com

-+

If you don’t do this, the relay may wear out quickly due to arcing
across the contacts. Use a diode such as IN4001 and make sure you
connect it so it is not conducting when the lock is energised.

Setting up the 4253 I/O module

Inputs

Jumpers JU13 to JU16 set the polarity of each of the first four even
address inputs, I1 to I4. Jumpers JU17 to JU18 set the polarity of
each of the first four odd address inputs, I1 to I4. A jumper in the
NORMALLY CLOSED position means the module expects the switch
or relay contact driving the corresponding input to be normally closed
- opening the switch or relay connected to the input activates the
input. SW1 in the NORMALLY OPEN position means the module
expects the switch or relay contact driving the corresponding input to
be normally open - closing the switch or relay connected to the input
activates the input.

The polarity of the other eight inputs, I5 to I8 even and I5 to I8 odd,
is fixed to NC (switch contacts normally closed).
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Outputs

The eight output relays can be individually set to either normally
open or normally closed contacts using jumpers JU1 to JU8 on the
module circuit board. JU1 sets the polarity of output 1, JU2 sets the
polarity of output 2, etc. Each jumper can be set to NO (normally
open) or NC (normally closed).

Each pair of outputs - O1/O2, O3/O4, O5/O6 and O7/O8 - can be
linked so both relays are energised together when the first output of
the pair is activated. Jumpers JU9 to JU12 set this function.

JU9 in the O2-01 position links outputs O1 and O2.

JU10 in the O4-03 position links outputs O3 and O4.

JU11 in the O6-05 position links outputs O5 and O6.

JU12 in the O8-07 position links outputs O7 and O8.

With the jumpers in the IND position, the outputs function
separately.

Linking outputs enables two devices operating at different voltages to
be switched at the same time.

Also, by setting one of the linked outputs to be NO and the other to
be NC, the pair can be used as changeover contacts.

Installing the 4953 Status Display module

Note: this module can only be fitted to a 4253 Input/Output module
16/8.

1. If the 4253 I/O module is already installed in a Controller, you
must switch off the power and remove it from the Controller
before installing the Status Display module.

2. Make sure that you have the 4953 Status Display module the
correct way round so that the LEDs will be visible when the
4253 module is installed in the Controller.

3. Locate the three connectors on the Status Display module on
CONN8, CONN9 and CONN10 on the I/O module. Make sure
that all the pins are inside the connectors and none are
sticking out - it is possible to press the module on to the
connectors with some pins not engaging in the sockets.

4. Press the module on to the connectors and check again that all
the pins are engaged in the sockets.

5. Set up as described later.

6. Install the 4253 I/O module in the Controller.
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LEDs and jumpers on the 4953 module

The following diagram shows the position of LEDs and jumpers on
the 4953 Status Display module.

A

B

A

B

Even address
inputs - alarm

Even address
inputs - tamper

Odd address
inputs - alarm

Odd address
inputs - tamper

Outputs - active

Setting up the 4953 I/O Status Display
module

Jumpers JU1 and JU2 in the B position disable the tamper
indication for the even address and odd address inputs respectively.
You need to do this if your inputs are not wired for tamper using the
resistors shown in the earlier diagram.

4953 I/O Status Display module LED
indications

Input indications

Each input has two LED indications - alarm and tamper. When the
amber LED is lit, the corresponding input is in its alarm state as
configured on the 4253 I/O module (closed if input is configured
normally open, or open if input is configured normally closed).

When the red LED is lit, the corresponding input is in the tamper
state (this indication can be disabled using jumpers JU1 and JU2
because in installations without tamper resistors the red LEDs will be
on all the time).

Output indications

Each output has a single LED indication which lights amber when
the corresponding relay is activated as configured on the 4253 I/O
module (active means closed if the relay is configured “normally
open”, or open if relay is configured “normally closed”).
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Chapter 8  

4230/4232/4235
Communications modules

Hardware Systems

If you are using the Cotag Access Control Software, each set of
Controllers linked to a PC is called a “Hardware System”. You can
have more than one Hardware System connected to a single
computer, or to any of the computers on your local area network.

Local Hardware Systems

A Local Hardware System is a set of Controllers which is always on
line and communicating with the host computer. Each Local
Hardware System communicates with the computer via a piece of
software called a “Comms Driver”.

Remote Site Hardware Systems

A Remote Site Hardware System is a set of Controllers which only
communicates with the host computer when it is connected via a
normal dial-up telephone line with a modem at each end. The host
computer is configured to make contact with the Controllers at the
remote site by dialling out at specified times, or after specified events.
The Controllers at the remote site can dial in to the host computer
when an alarm occurs, or when the transaction buffer in a Controller
is becoming full. Each Remote Site Hardware System communicates
with the computer via a piece of software called a “Modem Driver”.

Which Comms module do you need?

Communications (Comms) modules pass messages between the host
computer and 4101-2 Controllers. The model of Comms module you
must use next to the computer depends on the total number of
Access Points (Readers) in the whole system. The whole system is the
total of all the Access Points in all the Hardware Systems, both Local
and Remote Site.

• For a system with from 1 to 16 Access Points, you can use no
Comms module, or you can use  4232 Comms modules.
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• For a system with from 17 to 64 Access Points, you must have
one* 4230 (or 4235) Comms module set to type F and
continuously connected via a Comms Driver to any computer
on your local area network.

• For a system with more than 64 Access Points, you must have
one* 4235 Comms module set to type F and continuously
connected via a Comms Driver to any computer on your local
area network.

 *Note that if you have more than one Hardware System, all the
Comms modules on these extra Hardware Systems (Local or Remote
Site) can be 4232 Comms modules.

 On a system which requires more than one Comms module,
addressable 4232 Comms modules handle all the messages on each
communications branch. The following diagram shows a Local
Hardware System where the Comms module connected to the
computer is set to type F, and the Comms modules downstream from
it each have unique addresses from 0 to 9.

 

4232, 4230 or
4235 C/M
(type F)

communications
branch

4232 C/M
(address 0)

4232 C/M
(address 1)

4232 C/M
(address 2)

4232 C/M
(address 3)

communications
branch

communications
branch

communications
branch

 One or two Controller system

 A Local Hardware System with one or two 4101-2 Controllers needs
no Comms modules at all - the computer can talk via its Comms
Driver direct to the Controller (or the master Controller if there are
two). Any Local Hardware System with more than two Controllers
requires at least one Comms module set to type F to pass messages
between the computer and the Controllers.

 You can have several Local Hardware Systems, each with one or two
Controllers, but if the total number of Access Points is more than 16,
you need one 4230 Comms module set to type F at the head of one of
the Local Hardware Systems.
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 Controllers at remote sites

 Any of the three types of Comms module can be configured to
communicate via a modem and a normal dial-up telephone line so
that 4101-2 Controllers at remote sites anywhere in the world can
pass messages to the host computer. At the host end of the system,
one or more modems can be connected to the host computer, or to
any other computer on your local area network. Each modem has its
own Modem Driver installed on the computer to which it is
connected. (If a computer has two modems connected to it, it needs
two Modem Drivers.) At each remote site, a modem is connected to
the upstream side of a 4232 Comms module, and Controllers or more
Comms modules are connected to the downstream side.

 If the total number of Access Points in the system (both Local and
Remote Site) is more than 16, you need one 4230 Comms module set
to type F at the head of a Local Hardware System (even if the Local
Hardware System has no Controllers connected to it).

 4-wire RS485 multidrop comms

 Comms modules and Controllers talk to each other using a 4-wire
RS485 implementation. The dual screened twisted pair cable can be
up to 1km in length for a branch, a branch being one Comms module
talking to up to 32 devices (Controllers or other Comms modules).
Each Controller on a branch has an address set on its rotary
switches, and messages are addressed to individual Controllers.

 RS232/RS485 conversion and baud rate
conversion

 A Comms module can convert from RS232 to RS485 and vice versa.
RS232 is used for the computer and also for a modem or other RS232
serial device. If devices need to run at different baud rates then the
Comms module also carries out baud rate conversion.

 Maximum of two Comms modules in any one
4101-2 Controller

 Because a Comms module draws a lot of current from the +5V
supply, you must not install more than 2 Comms modules in any
one 4101-2 Controller.
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 Connectors, jumpers, switch and LEDs

 The following diagram shows the position of connectors, jumpers,
rotary switch and LEDs on the Comms module.

 A TXD TXD SE TXD CTS RTS DCD DTR SE Scr RXD TXD CTS RTS Scr BDCD DTR SE RXD RXD TXD TXD SE 485232 232RXDScr RXD RXD Scr485

5

6 7

8 9 10 11

DownstreamUpstream

1

2

3

4

1 Upstream baud rate selection jumper (JU1): selects the baud
rate for communications upstream of the Comms module
(upstream is labelled A on the Comms module, both on the
connectors and the jumpers).

The baud rate selected applies to both RS232 and RS485,
whichever is selected using jumper 2.

2 Upstream comms links (JU2). The RS485/RS232 link selects
whether communication upstream from the Comms module is
RS485 or RS232. The DIR/DIAL link selects whether the
Comms module is communicating with a modem connected to
a dial-up telephone line for remote site operation (DIAL) or
whether the Comms module is being used normally with a
direct connection (DIR). (The other link, A/B, is currently not
used.)

3 Downstream comms links (JU3). The RS485/RS232 link
selects whether communication downstream from the Comms
module is RS485 or RS232. The DIR/DIAL and A/B links
select the downstream time-out as shown in the following
table:
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 DIR/
 DIAL A/B Downstream time-out
 DIR   A 200 character periods (or 200ms minimum)
 DIR   B* 200 character periods (or 200ms minimum)
 DIAL   A 2000 character periods
 DIAL   B* fixed 10 second period

 If the Comms module receives no response from a downstream
Controller or Comms module for the period of the time-out, it
assumes that the Controller or Comms module has gone off
line. 2000 character periods is approximately 2 seconds at
9600 baud. The longer time-outs provide the delay required to
enable connection of systems over leased line or Internal
Customer Network units.

*The B setting of this jumper imposes the restriction that the
Comms module only polls the first ten Controller addresses:
00 to 09 (if there is more than one downstream Comms
module then it will poll the first ten Controller addresses on
each Comms module: w00 to w09 where w is the address of
the downstream Comms module). Doing this means that the
system is still usable on a slow Comms branch, an Update
System List command not taking too long. However, if you
have Controller addresses greater than 09, you must
remember to put the jumper in the A position.

4 Downstream baud rate selection jumper (JU4): selects the
baud rate for communications downstream of the Comms
module (downstream is labelled B on the Comms module, both
on the connectors and the jumpers). The baud rate selected
applies to both RS232 and RS485, whichever is selected using
jumper 3.

5 Rotary hex switch (ADRS/MODE): used to set the address of
the Comms module (0 to 9) or its type. The first Comms
module in the system, the one connected to the host computer
in a Local Hardware System or the one connected to the dial-
up modem at a remote site, must be set to type F. Subsequent
downstream Comms modules either have their own address (0
to 9) or are set to type E. A Comms module set to type E adds
no address of its own to messages - it simply passes them on.
It can be used to perform RS485/RS232 conversion, or to
extend the physical size of the system for cable lengths greater
than 1km.

6 Upstream transmit and receive LEDs (D17 and D16
respectively): the Rx LED (right hand one of the pair) lights
when the Comms module is polled from upstream; the Tx LED
lights when the Comms module responds by transmitting a
message upstream. (The only time a Comms module will
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transmit a message upstream without first having been polled
is when it is an F-type Comms module connected directly to
the computer, or to the modem at a remote site.) See section
on Operating for description of LEDs on power up.

7 Downstream transmit and receive LEDs (D6 and D5
respectively): the Tx LED (left hand one of the pair) lights when
the Comms module polls a Controller or Comms module
downstream; the Rx LED lights when a downstream Controller
or Comms module responds with a message. During operation,
the Comms module polls downstream devices very quickly so
the Tx LED appears to be lit continuously. See section on
Operating for description of LEDs on power up.

8 Upstream RS485 connector (CONN1): for connecting the
Comms module to another Comms module upstream.

9 Upstream RS232 connector (CONN2): for connecting the
Comms module to the host computer, or to an upstream
modem at a remote site.

10 Downstream RS232 connector (CONN3): usually for connecting
the Comms module to a downstream modem or other device
that requires RS232.

11 Downstream RS485 connector (CONN4): for connecting the
Comms module to all the Controllers on a branch, or to a
downstream Comms module.

 Comms layouts

 To understand how to connect a Comms module and which type to
use (4230, 4232 or 4235), you need to know its position in the
system and the number of Access Points in the system.

 The most common system - 1 Comms module

 

Computer

4230 C/M

Controller Controller Controller Controller

d/s RS485

u/s
RS232

d/s
RS485

u/s = upstream
d/s = downstream
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 The 4230 Comms module is set to type F and communicates with the
computer upstream (RS232) and all the local Controllers in parallel
downstream (RS485). The maximum number of Controllers on the
branch is 32, and the maximum number of Access Points in the
system with a 4230 Comms module is 64. The Comms module is
installed in the first Controller in the branch and it must be wired to
the motherboard in its own Controller as well as all the other
Controllers in the branch. If the system is likely to be expanded to a
second branch then it is recommended that you leave a spare slot in
the first Controller to fit a 4232 Comms module as shown below.

 Expanded system using two Comms modules

 

Computer

4232 (addrs 0)

Controller

d/s 485

4230 C/M

u/s
232

u/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

Controller

d/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

d/s
485

 An expanded system with two Comms modules mixes Controllers and
a Comms module on the same branch. The first Comms module is a
4230 (or 4235 for a large system) set to type F and communicates
with the computer upstream, a branch of Controllers and a 4232
Comms module set to address 0 downstream. The 4232 Comms
module communicates with a branch of Controllers downstream and
with the 4230 Comms module upstream.

 Because this system mixes Controllers and a Comms module on the
same branch, Controllers in each branch will have their messages
retrieved by the 4230 Comms module at different intervals. The 4232
Comms module is only polled at the same rate as the Controllers in
the first branch, so messages are retrieved much less frequently from
the Controllers downstream of the 4232 Comms module.
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 Expanded system - at least three Comms modules

 

Computer

4232 (addrs 0)

Controller

d/s 485

4230 C/M

u/s
232

u/s 485 d/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

4232 (addrs 1)

Controller

d/s 485

Controller Controller Controller

u/s
485

d/s
485

 An expanded system with three Comms modules gives two branches
of Controllers. The first Comms module is a 4230 (or 4235 for a large
system) set to address F and communicates with the computer
upstream and all the 4232 Comms modules in parallel downstream
(up to a maximum of 10 - addresses 0 to 9). Each 4232 Comms
module communicates with a branch of Controllers downstream (up
to a maximum of 32 Controllers per branch) and with the 4230
Comms module upstream. This layout polls all the Controllers in
both branches at equal rates.

 Extending the length of a branch

 If the overall length of cable in a branch of Controllers exceeds the
limit for RS485 (1km) then a 4232 Comms module set to address E
can be used half way as a “repeater” to extend the length of the
branch.

 

Computer

4230 C/M

Controller

up to 1km

u/s
RS232

d/s
RS485

Controller Controller

4232 (type E)

Controller

u/s
RS485

d/s
RS485

up to 1km

 When the 4232 Comms module is set to type E, it passes on the
messages it receives in either direction without adding any address of
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its own. This introduces a delay of 4 character transmission times in
the branch (approximately 4ms at 9600 baud).

 Using a leased-line and modems to operate the system
across sites

 

Computer

4232 (addrs 0)

Controller

d/s 485

4230 C/M

u/s
232

u/s 485

Controller

4232 (addrs 1)

Controller Controller

u/s
485

d/s
232

d/s
485

Controller Controller

u/s
RS232

d/s
RS485

Modem

Modem

Controller

4232 (type E)

Telephone
line

 In this layout, the 4232 Comms modules on each side of the modem
perform RS485/RS232 conversion and baud rate conversion. One of
the 4232 Comms modules is set to type E so it adds nothing to the
messages. Set the downstream DIR/DIAL link on JU3 of the Comms
module at the host end of the telephone line to DIAL to increase the
time-out on the line. (If the branch is really slow then you can set the
A/B link on JU3 to B, but this will only work if the Controller
addresses are from 00 to 09.)

 Note that the telephone line used between the modems must be
permanently connected (leased-line).
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 Using one or more dial-up modems to communicate with
Controllers at remote sites

 

Computer Computer

Modem Modem Modem

RS232 RS232 RS232

Controller Controller

u/s
RS232

d/s
RS485

Modem

Controller

4232 (type F)

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○ ○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Normal dial-up
telephone line
connected when
required - modem at
remote site can be dialled
by the software in the host
computer - any of the
modems at the host site
can be dialled by the type F
Comms module at the
remote site

 In this layout, the host computer, and any other computer on a local
area network, is connected to one or more modems. Each modem is
connected to a normal dial-up telephone line.

 At the remote site, the modem is connected to a normal dial-up
telephone line and to the upstream connections of a 4232 Comms
module whose address switch is set to F. The upstream DIR/DIAL
jumper JU2 on the Comms module at the remote site must be set to
DIAL. This enables the Comms module to dial out to the host
computer via the modem.

 The Comms module can communicate downstream with Controllers,
and more Comms modules to give any size system.

 The system is configured from software running on the host
computer. This specifies when the host computer dials out to the
remote site, and when the Comms module dials in to the host.
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 Summary of upstream and downstream
connections to a Comms module

 A Comms module provides RS485 and RS232 connections in both the
upstream (A) and downstream (B) directions.

 

Scr RXD RXD TXD TXD SE DTR SE485A 232 232Scr RXD TXD CTS RTS DCD DTR SEScr RXD TXD CTS RTS DCD Scr RXD RXD TXD TXD SE 485 B

Upstream
RS232

Upstream
RS485

Downstream
RS232

Downstream
RS485

 (Note: upstream is in the direction from the Comms module towards
the computer; downstream is in the direction from the Comms
module towards the Controllers.)

• Upstream RS485 is used to connect an upstream Comms
module (or to connect the computer if the computer is fitted
with an RS232 to RS485 converter).

• Upstream RS232 is used to connect the computer to the first
Comms module in a Local Hardware System, or to connect an
upstream modem.

• Downstream RS232 is used to connect a downstream modem.

• Downstream RS485 is used to connect all the downstream
Controllers and Comms modules in a branch.

A Comms module provides independent baud rate selection for the
upstream direction and the downstream direction. It can therefore be
used for both RS232/RS485 conversion and baud rate conversion.

Connecting

External connections are made to the Controller via cables which can
enter through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts
provided. Cables connecting to modules plugged into the
motherboard should be routed to each side of the chassis where there
are cable guides provided. This ensures modules can be removed
easily without cables snagging.

All connections to the module are made to the strip of green
connectors along the front edge of the module circuit board. The
connectors can be unplugged from the module so you can gain access
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to the screw terminals with a screwdriver. Unplugging the connectors
also enables the module to be removed at a later date, leaving the
wiring intact.

Connecting the Comms module to the computer and
Controllers

The following diagram shows how the transmit and receive signals
are linked for a Local Hardware System with one Comms module.
Connecting the comms has been found to cause confusion among
installers, so we hope this diagram will help. Notice the two points
where Tx and Rx are swapped (shown inside the two circles in the
diagram). The first is between the computer’s serial port and the
upstream RS232 connections of the Comms module. The second is
between the downstream RS485 connections of the Comms module
and the Controller motherboards.

Computer

RXD RXD

TXD TXD

SE SE

Comms
module

RS232

RS485RXD/RXD

TXD/TXD

RXD
RXD

TXD
TXD

Note the following points carefully:

1. The computer connections are made between the upstream
RS232 on the Comms module and the serial port of the PC
(which may be either a 9-way or a 25-way D-type connector).
Only three signals are connected - TXD, RXD and SE.

Tx and Rx connections from the computer to the Comms
module must be swapped: TXD on the Comms module goes to
RXD on COM1:, RXD on the Comms module goes to TXD on
COM1:.

2. CTS and RTS must be linked together at the computer and
also at the Comms module, but connections from CTS and
RTS must not be made between the computer and the Comms
module.

3. The Controller connections are made between the downstream
RS485 on the Comms module to CONN2 of all the
motherboards on the branch. Only four signals are connected -

TXD and TXD , RXD and RXD .
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Tx and Rx connections from the Controller to the Comms

module must be swapped: TXD/ TXD  on the Comms module

go to RXD/ RXD on the motherboards, RXD/RXD on the

Comms module go to TXD/ TXD  on the motherboards.

4. The motherboards are all connected in parallel, TXD/ TXD  to

TXD/ TXD , RXD/RXD to RXD/RXD.

Connecting the host computer to the Comms module

The computer is usually connected via its serial port directly to the
upstream (CONN2) RS232 connections of the Comms module. COM1:
is usually a 9-way D-type connector.

Module Function Connection
Scr No connection Connect cable screen to Controller case
RXD Receive Data to computer TXD, 9-way: pin 3, 25-way: pin 2
TXD Transmit Data to computer RXD, 9-way: pin 2, 25-way: pin 3
CTS Clear To Send see following diagram
RTS Ready To Send see following diagram
DCD No connection Not used
DTR No connection Not used
SE Signal Earth to computer Signal Earth

9-way: pin 5, 25-way: pin 7

Note: CTS and RTS should be linked together both at the computer
and at the Comms module as shown in the diagrams below.

PC: 9-way COM1:

2 RXD
3 TXD
8 CTS
7 RTS

5 SE

Comms module

Connect cable screen
to Controller case

TXD
RXD
RTS
CTS

SE

PC: 25-way COM1:

3 RXD
2 TXD
5 CTS
4 RTS

7 SE

Comms module

Connect cable screen
to Controller case

TXD
RXD
RTS
CTS

SE
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The cable should have 3 conductors with overall screening, for
example Belden 9533. It must not be more than 15 metres long. If the
computer is further away than this then you must use an RS232 to
RS485 converter at the computer end and connect to the upstream
RS485 connections of the Comms module.

To pass emission regulations, all RS232 and RS485 cables entering
or leaving the Controller case must pass through a ferrite sleeve, see
the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

Connecting Controllers to a Comms module

The CONN2 connections of all Controller motherboards in a branch
should be connected together in parallel (including CONN2 of the
motherboard in which the Comms module is installed). The
downstream RS485 connections of the Comms module should then
also be connected to CONN2 of the motherboard, as shown in the
following diagram.

RXD/RXD

TXD/TXD

RXD
RXD

TXD
TXD

The RXD from the motherboard is connected to TXD of the Comms

module. The RXD  from the motherboard is connected to TXD  of the
Comms module. The TXD from the motherboard is connected to RXD

of the Comms module. The TXD  from the motherboard is connected

to RXD  of the Comms module. The above diagram shows the
connections.

Comms Module Motherboards
Scr Connect cable screen to Controller case at one end only
RXD TX

RXD TX
TXD RX

TXD RX
SE No connection - signal earth not required

The cable should be twin individually screened twisted pair with
0.25mm2 conductors (24AWG) or larger, for example BELDEN 8723
(0.38mm2, 22AWG). It can be up to 1km long on any complete
branch.
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Cable screens should be connected to the Controller case at one end
only. For the cables which connect CONN2 of the Controllers
together, choose either the upstream or downstream end and connect
the screens at that end only.

Connecting downstream Comms modules

The upstream RS485 connections of all the 4232 Comms modules in
the branch must be connected together in parallel. The upstream
Comms module must then be connected via its downstream RS485
connections to the upstream RS485 connections of one of the 4232
Comms modules.

Upstream Downstream
Comms module Comms modules
(CONN4) (CONN1)
Scr Connect cable screens to a Controller case at one end only
RXD TXD

RXD TXD
TXD RXD

TXD RXD
SE No connection - signal earth not required

(CONN4)

RXD
RXD

TXD
TXD

RXD
RXD

TXD
TXD

(CONN1)

RXD
RXD

TXD
TXD

(CONN1)

RXD
RXD
(CONN1)

TXD
TXD

Upstream
Comms
Module

Downstream
Comms
Module

Downstream
Comms
Module

Down-
stream
Comms
Module

Note: at the connection between the upstream Comms module and
the others, TXD and RXD are swapped (as shown inside the circle in
the diagram). All the RXDs from the downstream Comms modules are

connected to the TXD of the upstream Comms module. All the RXDs

from the downstream Comms modules are connected to the TXD  of
the upstream Comms module. All the TXDs from the downstream
Comms modules are connected to the RXD of the upstream Comms

module. All the TXD s from the downstream Comms modules are

connected to the RXD  of the upstream Comms module.
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Connecting a Comms module to a modem at a remote site

The modem is connected to the upstream (CONN2) RS232
connections of the Comms module. Note that there is also one
connection from the modem to the downstream (CONN3) DCD
connection on the Comms module (shown in bold below). The modem
has a 25-way D-type connector.

Comms module Modem
u/s TXD (CONN2) TXD (pin 2)
u/s RXD (CONN2) RXD (pin 3)
u/s CTS (CONN2) CTS (pin 4) - see diagram below
u/s RTS (CONN2) RTS (pin 5) - see diagram below
d/s DCD  (CONN3) DSR (pin 6)
u/s SE (CONN2) SE (pin 7)
u/s DCD (CONN2) DCD (pin 8)
u/s DTR (CONN2) DTR (pin 20)

Note: CTS and RTS should be linked together both at the modem and
at the Comms module as shown in the diagrams below.

Comms module

Connect cable screen
to Controller case

u/s TXD
u/s RXD
u/s CTS
u/s RTS

d/s DCD
u/s SE

u/s DCD
u/s DTR

Modem: 25-way D-type

2 TXD
3 RXD
4 CTS
5 RTS
6 DSR
7 SE
8 DCD
20 DTR

Modem: 25-way D-type
2 TXD
3 RXD
4 CTS
5 RTS
6 DSR
7 SE
8 DCD
20 DTR

TXD CTS RTS DCDDTR SE Scr RXD TXD CTS RTS DCD DTR SE232 232RXDScr

CONN2 CONN3Comms
Module

The modem signals are as follows:

TXD - control and data signals passing from Comms module to
modem.
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RXD - control and data signals passing from modem to Comms
module.

CTS/RTS - flow control - disabled at both ends by linking back
signals.

DSR - signal from modem to Comms module indicating that a
powered up modem is connected. This signal is monitored on power
up by the Comms module.

DCD - signal from modem to Comms module indicating that a good
line has been established. This signal is monitored by the Comms
module to determine the loss of the carrier (line lost or other end
hung up). If the carrier is lost then the Comms module resets the
modem.

DTR - signal from Comms module to modem indicating that a
Comms module is connected and powered up. This signal also
provides a hardware reset to the modem.

Setting up Comms modules

Set the address of the Comms module on the rotary switch. This is a
hex switch and so has sixteen positions from 0 to F. The first Comms
module in a Local Hardware System communicates directly with the
computer and must be set to F. All other Comms modules in the
Local Hardware System should be set either to unique addresses
from 0 to 9, or set to E if used to increase the length of a branch
beyond 1000m or for RS232/RS485 and baud rate conversion for a
leased-line modem or other serial device (see earlier diagrams). A
Comms module connected to a dial-up modem at a remote site must
be set to F (and the DIR/DIAL link on jumper JU2 must be set to
DIAL, see below).

Jumper JU2 selects the mode of communication upstream, RS485 or
RS232. The DIR/DIAL link selects whether the comms module is
connected to a dial-up modem at a remote site (DIAL). JU3 selects the
mode of communication downstream, RS485 or RS232. Set these
jumpers according to the connections you have made.

The group of jumpers labelled JU1 provides baud rate selection for
the upstream RS232 or RS485. The group of jumpers labelled JU4
provides baud rate selection for the downstream RS232 or RS485. On
branches containing Controllers the downstream baud rate must be
9600.
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Notes about installing Comms modules

1. The maximum cable length for RS232 is 15m which means
that the cable from the computer to the Comms module must
not be longer than this. If this distance must be greater than
15m then use an RS232 to RS485 converter at the computer
end and connect to the upstream RS485 connections of the
Comms module.

2. The maximum cable length for RS485 is 1km. If it is necessary
for the cable in a branch to be longer than 1km then you can
use a “repeater” 4232 Comms module set to type E.

3. All devices connected to an RS485 branch must be set to the
same baud rate. Controllers are fixed to 9600 baud so any
branch with Controllers must operate at 9600 baud. A branch
containing only Comms modules can be set to any baud rate.

4. You must not plug more than two Comms modules into any
one Controller.

LEDs

Upstream
Rx

LED

Upstream
Tx

LED

Downstream
Rx

LED

Downstream
Tx

LED

Power up (Comms modules with DIR/DIAL link set to DIR)

When a Comms module is powered up, all four LEDs flash on and off
together a number of times depending on the type of Comms module,
each flash lasting 1 second: three flashes on a 4230, four flashes on
a 4235 and five flashes on a 4232.

After the flashing sequence, the downstream Tx LED (the left LED of
the right hand pair, D6) flashes very quickly 110 times as the Comms
module polls all possible downstream Controller and Comms module
addresses (20 times if JU3 is set to B). Whenever it receives a
response from an address, the Rx LED flashes (D5) and the Comms
module adds that address to its Polling List. If you watch the LEDs
during this process and see that the Rx LED does not flash even once
then the Comms module has failed to detect anything downstream
and you may have a wiring problem. If the Comms module detects a
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mixture of both Controllers and Comms modules (other than type E)
then it sends an error message upstream.

If the Comms module is connected to the computer and the System
Manager and Comms Driver are running, the upstream LEDs should
flash briefly every 10 or 20 seconds. This occurs when the Software
checks if the system is on line. If there is no activity on the upstream
LEDs then the RS232 link from the Comms module to the PC is not
cabled correctly or not configured correctly. If the upstream Tx LED is
on continuously, CTS and RTS have not been linked together on the
Comms module.

Power up (Comms modules with DIR/DIAL link set to DIAL)

A Comms module with the DIR/DIAL link on JU2 set to DIAL expects
to be connected to a powered up modem. On power up, the Comms
module monitors the modem DSR signal (which is connected to DCD
on CONN3) to check for the presence of a powered up modem. If it is
not there, the four LEDs continue flashing to alert you to the
problem. If this happens, check that the modem is powered up (its
MR light should be on) and check that its DSR signal is connected to
DCD on CONN3 of the Comms module.

When the Comms module attempts to initialise the modem, if it does
not receive valid responses from the modem it repeats the power up
process at 10 second intervals. If this happens, check all the Comms
module / modem connections. When the Comms module attempts to
initialise the modem, the TR light should be turned off for 2 second
intervals; SD and RD should flash several times.

A good initialisation sequence is indicated by the Comms module
flashing the downstream Tx LED as you would expect with a normal
Comms module initialisation, and the modem turning on its AA light
indicating that it has entered auto-answer mode.

Running

When any Comms module is running, the LEDs flash according to the
messages which are received and transmitted, upstream and
downstream. If there are no flashes on the LEDs then there is no
comms activity.
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Chapter 9  

4105-2 Memory Expansion
module

Description

The 4105-2 Memory Expansion module gives the 4101-2 Controller
sufficient memory to store up to 77,000 cardholder records. (The
Controller can store up to 13,000 cardholder records without a
memory expansion module fitted.) Note: you must not fit a 4105
Memory Expansion module to the 4101-2 Controller.

Installation

A memory expansion module plugs into its own special connector
labelled CONN12 on the 4101-2 Controller motherboard. The position
of CONN12 is shown in the diagram below.

CONN12
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Installing a 4105-2 Memory Expansion module in a 4101
Controller

1. Disconnect the power to the Controller.

2. Remove the cover: loosen the two fixing screws at the bottom of
the case, pull the cover out at the bottom then slide the cover
up to disengage the two lugs at the top of the case. Unplug the
earth cable from its spade connector before removing the cover
completely.

3. The memory expansion module must be installed with the
component side of the board facing the top of the Controller
motherboard as shown below.

4. Insert the connector on the memory expansion module into
CONN12. Make sure that all the pins are engaged and that
none are hanging over the side of CONN12.

5. Reconnect the earth cable to the Controller lid and replace the
lid.

No setting up is required. The Controller automatically uses the extra
memory when it is powered up.
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4210 RF module

Description

The 4210 RF module is required in any Controller fitted with 4322
Cotag Reader modules. It provides the RF signals required to drive
the antennas. It is always fitted in its own module slot, the one
nearest the bottom of the Controller. It requires no external
connections and no setting up. Do not change the setting of RV1.

Installing the RF module and teaching the
Controller its Distributor Code

Note: if a Controller is to be used with one or more 4322 Cotag
Reader modules, you must install the RF module and teach the
Controller its Distributor Code before installing any other modules.
You do not need to teach the Distributor Code to a Controller used
only for Swipe Card Reader modules and/or I/O modules.

1. Disconnect the power to the Controller before installing the RF
module.

2. The chassis in the Controller has six module slots. The RF
module must be plugged into the bottom slot (the one with the
smaller connector).

3. With the components on the underside, slide the module down
and locate its connector with the one on the chassis.

4. Press the module home by applying downward pressure on the
board directly over the connector on the motherboard.
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5. Move the jumper labelled LEARN which is just above and to
the left of the RF module to the “up” position as shown in the
following diagram.

LE
A

R
N Module slots

Learn Distributor Code jumper:
UP for LEARN DC

DOWN for normal operation

RF module in bottom module slot

6. Switch on the power to the Controller.

The green STATUS LED should now be flashing twice as fast
as normal.

7. Hold an active card or tag containing the correct Distributor
Code flat against the left hand side of the RF module, either
above it or below it, and move the card or tag around in
contact with the RF module until the STATUS LED stops
flashing and glows steadily.

The Controller has now learnt its Distributor Code.

8. Remove the power to the Controller.

9. Move the LEARN jumper back to its “down” position, or just
remove it completely.

10. Install the required modules in the Controller and set up the
Controller as described in the chapter on the 4101-2 Modular
Controller.

The Controller can only learn the Distributor Code once -
you cannot change it once learned.
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4910 Power Supply Unit

Description

The 4910 PSU provides up to 5A continuous smoothed and regulated
12V nominal DC output, sufficient for four fully populated 4101-2
Controllers without providing lock power. Alternatively it can supply
one fully populated Controller and up to 3.2A further load which
represents eight locks each drawing 400mA continuously or 500mA
with an 80% duty ratio. There is a 12V/24V converter module (4915)
which can be used to provide 24V DC auxiliary output at 1.28A. This
is equivalent to eight locks each drawing 160mA continuously or
200mA with an 80% duty ratio. The 4910 PSU includes a 6Ah battery
to provide battery backup when the mains fails. The PSU can be
purchased without the battery by ordering it as a 4911.

Chassis

Base

Battery
management

board

Mains input
board

Tamper
sensor

and LEDs

Mains cable
clamp

Cable
clamps

PSU
connector

board

DC out
connector

12V/24V
converter

board
(if fitted)

Battery
housing

undo these six screws to remove chassis
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Safety

Always disconnect the mains supply before you remove the cover
from the power supply unit. Never operate the power supply with the
cover removed.

Siting

The PSU should be sited indoors on a vertical wall in a secure area as
close as possible to the Controller(s) it is powering, out of direct
sunlight. If you are using the auxiliary power output from one or
more Controllers to drive high current consuming equipment such as
lock strikes then remember that the total cable run from PSU to
Controller and Controller to lock strike should be as short as
possible. If long cable runs are required then the conductors have to
be of a heavy gauge to prevent too much voltage drop.
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Installing

Mounting

The PSU has three mounting holes in the rear of the case.

1. Remove the cover by loosening
the two fixing screws at the
bottom of the case, pulling it
out at the bottom and sliding
it up to disengage the lug at
the top of the case. Unplug
the earth cable from its spade
connector so you can remove
the cover completely.

2. To mount the base you must
first remove the chassis on
which all the components are
mounted. Unplug the earth
cable from the spade
connector on the base and
undo the six fixing screws
fastening the chassis to the
base. Lift the chassis up and
clear of the base.

3. Mark out and drill three
mounting holes for the cable
tray and screw it in position

on the wall, checking that the cable
entry points are accessible.

144

36
25

42 30

31

346

4230

= 6
= 10

= 6

dimensions in mm

4. Check the mains input voltage as described on the next page, then replace
the chassis and reconnect the earth cable.
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Setting the mains input voltage

If the PCB on the underside of the chassis (visible after step 2 of
Mounting) looks like this:

then the power supply will accept any mains input voltage between
80V and 250V AC RMS 50/60 Hz and no setting up is required.

If the PCB on the underside of the chassis (visible after step 2 of
Mounting) looks like this:

then you need to check that the mains input voltage is set to the
correct value.

Use the jumper on the circuit board on the underside of the chassis
to set the mains input voltage to either 240V or 120V nominal. The
chassis must first be removed as described in step 2 in the section on
“Mounting”. The PSU is set to 240V when it leaves the factory. Make
sure the mains is disconnected.
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1. On the underside of the chassis is a PCB. Jumper J1 is a short
length of cable with a plug on the end. This plug can be
connected to one of two connectors, CN4 and CN5 which are
labelled 115V and 230V respectively.

120V

240V
(default)

2. Plug J1 into the required connector.

3. Replace the chassis and reconnect the earth cable.

Fitting the battery
The 4910 PSU is shipped in a different package from its battery. The
4911 PSU is shipped without a battery. Warning: at all times take
care not to short circuit the battery contacts. To fit the battery,
take the following steps:

1. Undo the two screws holding the battery housing. The screws
are held captive in the battery housing and so do not fall out.

2. Raise the battery housing at the end where the screws are and
slide the locating flange out of the slot at the other end until
the housing is removed.

3. Slide the battery into the housing (the piece you have just
removed) so that the positive (red) terminal is nearest the
flange containing the captive screws.

4. Replace the battery housing in its slot making sure the cables
are not trapped underneath it and tighten the two screws.

5. Connect the two battery cables to the terminals using the
spade connectors, the red wire to the red (+ve) terminal, the
black wire to the black (-ve) terminal.

Note: if you fit the battery the wrong way round and operate the PSU,
the CHARGING LED never goes out. (Of course, the battery backup
will not work either!)
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Connecting
To meet international PTT and EMC regulations and to meet the FCC regulations for a class B
digital device, this equipment must be fitted with the ferrite sleeve provided, see the section
entitled “Connecting the mains cable”.

External connections are made to the PSU via cables which can enter
through holes in any part of the case using the knockouts provided.
There are two clamps on the chassis for securing the cables.

Connecting the mains cable

To pass emission regulations, the mains cable must pass through the
ferrite sleeve provided.

1. Insert the mains cable through the knockout at the bottom
right of the case.

2. Thread the ferrite sleeve Q123 over the mains cable as shown
in the diagram. (If you have the clip-on style of ferrite sleeve
Q126, you can clip this over the mains cable between the case
and the cable clamp instead of using Q123.)

Mains input
printed circuit

assembly

Fit ferrite sleeve
(part number Q123)

over mains cable

Lower part of Power Supply Unit
(not to scale)

3. Connect the mains cable to the mains connector as follows:

Pin Function
L Live - brown cable
N Neutral - blue cable
E Earth - green/yellow cable

Important note: the power supply unit must be earthed using the E
pin of the mains connector.

4. Clamp the mains cable using the clamp provided. The ferrite
sleeve should be to the right of the cable clamp.
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CONN1

Function: tamper and PSU MON connections to Controller. Each
function uses two terminals on the connector.

Pin Connection
TAMPER Connect to TAMPER pins on CONN3 of the Controller.
PSU MON Connect to PSU MON pins on CONN3 of the Controller.

CONN2

Function: DC power outputs.

Pin Function Connection
+12 +12V (DC +ve output) Controller CONN4  +12V
0V Ground (DC -ve output) Controller CONN4  0V

Safety Earth Controller CONN4
AUX + +ve auxiliary output Controller CONN4  AUX IN +
AUX - -ve auxiliary output Controller CONN4  AUX IN -

LEDs

The battery management board has three LEDs on it which are visible
through windows in the lid of the PSU.

POWER
The green POWER LED lights all the time the mains is connected to
the PSU.

CHARGED
The green CHARGED LED lights all the time the mains is connected
and the battery is fully charged.

CHARGING
The amber CHARGING LED lights all the time the battery is being
charged. The CHARGED and CHARGING LEDs are never on at the
same time.

Note: when the PSU is running on battery backup, all three LEDs are
extinguished. If the battery is fitted the wrong way round, the
CHARGING LED remains lit all the time.
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Fuses

The battery management board of the PSU (the board with the LEDs
on it) has two 5A slow blow fuses labelled FS1 and FS2.

FS1 protects the battery and FS2 protects the switch mode power
supply.
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4914 auxiliary 24 volt converter

Description

The 4915 auxiliary 24V converter can be fitted to the 4910 power
supply to provide a 24V 1.5A auxiliary output.

Installation

The 4915 is a 12V to 24V DC/DC converter board which is mounted
on pillars on the chassis inside the power supply unit case.

1. Disconnect the power to the PSU.

2. Remove the cover by loosening the two fixing screws at the
bottom of the case, pulling it out at the bottom and sliding it
up to disengage the lug at the top of the case. Unplug the earth
cable from its spade connector so you can remove the cover
completely.

3. Press the 24V converter onto the four plastic pillars on the side
of the battery box. It must be fitted with the fuse at the top.

Auxiliary 24V converter

123
123
123
123
123
123

Battery management
board

Fuse

CONN1

CONN3

CONN2
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4. Take the plug from CONN3 on the battery management board
(the board with the tamper switch on it) and plug it into
CONN1 on the 24V converter.

5. The 24V converter is supplied with two cables - you need to
choose the one with two connectors on it: a 3-way connector at
each end. Plug the end with the blanked off middle pin into
CONN2 on the 24V converter and plug the other end of the
cable into the CONN3 socket on the battery management
board.

6. Replace the PSU cover and reconnect the earth cable.

Connecting

Up to 1.5A at 24V DC is available from the AUX + and AUX -
terminals of CONN2 of the power supply unit. Do not draw more than
1A from the power supply unit’s 12V output (sufficient to power one
Controller) if you are drawing the full 1.5A from the 24V supply. For
every 0.5A reduction in current drawn from the 24V supply, you can
draw 1A more from the 12V supply.
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Radio Controlled Clock
You can connect a Wharton Radio Controlled Clock to a Controller to
provide a complete time synchronisation and display system. The
Radio Controlled Clock picks up time signals from Rugby in England
or from Frankfurt in Germany.

Connecting

The Wharton Radio Controlled Clock connects to the RS232
connector CONN1 of the 4101-2 Controller motherboard via a 5810
RS232 Converter. The 5810 Converter is housed in a 25-way D-type
female connector shell and has colour-coded cables coming out of the
back. The 5810 Converter must be plugged into a 25-way D-type
male connector from which connections should be made to CONN1
on the motherboard, as shown in the diagram below.

Wharton clock
antenna

Wharton
clock

Green Red

0VRTSCTSTXDRXD

4101-2 motherboard
RS232 connector - CONN1

5810 RS232
Converter

Pin7Pin2

Yellow

Black

Red

25-way D-type
Male Connector

The connections between the 5810 Converter and the Radio
Controlled clock are as shown in the diagram above, using the
colour-coded cables from the 5810 Converter.
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The connections between CONN1 on the motherboard and the 5810
Converter are as follows:

CONN1 Function Connection

Screen Connect screen to Controller case
RXD Receive Data to 5810 Converter pin 2
TXD Transmit Data No connection
CTS Clear To Send connect to RTS on CONN1
RTS Ready To Send connect to CTS on CONN1
0V Signal Earth to 5810 Converter: pin 7

Note that RTS and CTS must be linked on CONN1.

You should use a 2-core overall screened cable to run from the
Controller to the 5810 Converter which will be near the clock as the
cables from the converter are short.
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Cables

4910
PSU

Computer

Printer

4101-2
Controller

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345

RS232
comms

12V DC

280 or 090
Reading Head,

LEDs, Horn

Door
monitoring
and lock

strike

Door
exit

control

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

❊ 0 #

PINpad

AUX DC

Tamper/
Mains fail

L
E
D
s

Tx/Rx Horn

Mains
cable

A

B

F

G

H

J

K L

E

D

C RS485 comms (to next 4101-2 Controller)
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A Connections between Controller, Reading Head (Tx/Rx, LEDs
and Horn), Lock Strike, Door Monitor and Door Exit Control
can be made using 812 Cable - 3 x individually screened
twisted pairs and 9 x singles in one overall screen and sheath.
If you use the same colour/function relationship for all your
installations, debugging and upgrades will be much simplified.
We recommend the following convention:

Function             Colour                 Function             Colour                 
Tx Black/Red pair VA (+12V) Brown
Rx Black/White pair Lock Black/Green pair
Red LED Red 0V (common) Black
Green LED Green Door exit switch White
Amber LED Yellow Door mon switch Purple
Horn Orange Spare I/P Blue

B RS232: 3-core overall screen, eg BELDEN 9533, maximum
length 15 metres.

C RS485: screened dual twisted pair, 22AWG conductors, eg
BELDEN 8723, maximum length 1000 metres.

D 12V DC connection to 4910 Power Supply Unit: any 5A twin
cable. 12V/24V AUX DC connection to 4910 PSU: any 5A twin
cable. Tamper and Mains Fail connections to 4910 PSU: any
4-core cable.

E PINpad: 10-core overall screened 22AWG (includes connections
to PINpad LEDs), eg BELDEN 9540, maximum length 300
metres.

If 812 Cable is not used for the connections to access points then
separate cables can be used as follows:

F Transmit/Receive: dual screened twisted pair, 22AWG
(0.38mm2) conductors, eg BELDEN 8723, maximum length
300 metres.

G  H  J  K  LEDs, horn, door exit control (egress), door
monitoring and alarm inputs: any overall screened cable, eg
BELDEN 953X for 24AWG cable with X number of cores.

L Lock Strikes: each requires a screened 2-core cable adequately
rated to carry the lock current, eg BELDEN 8760 has 18AWG
conductors and introduces about 2.0 ohms on a 50m run.
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812 cable

Description

812 cable provides all the connections required between a Controller
and a door in one easy-to-install cable. It was designed for access
control systems, but may be used for other applications.

812 cable has three separately screened twisted pairs with drain
wires (two pairs of 22AWG/0.38mm2, one pair of 20AWG/0.5mm2),
nine single cores (22AWG/0.38mm2) and an overall screen with drain
wire. The following diagram shows the cable in cross section.

Black

Green

WhiteBrownWhiteBlack

Green

Yellow

Red

BlueOrange Purple

Black

RedBlack
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Specification

Mechanical properties

Conductors: 1 screened twisted pair 20AWG (0.5mm2)
2 screened twisted pairs 22AWG (0.38mm2)
9 single conductors 22AWG (0.38mm2)

Screens/shields: 4 foil screens (3 pairs + overall) with drain
wires

Insulation: pairs - foamed polypropylene
singles - solid polypropylene
sheath - megolon 5300 LS0H

Sheath colour: RAL 4005, purple
Overall diameter: 9.6mm nominal, 9.8mm maximum
Weight: 125kg/km nominal
Bend radius: 60mm

Electrical properties

Maximum voltage: pairs - 100VDC, 35VAC
singles - 300VAC

Maximum current: 3A per conductor (5A for 20AWG pair)
Max DC resistance: 20AWG - 33Ω/km per conductor

22AWG - 52Ω/km per conductor
Pair impedance: 75Ω +10Ω
Pair capacitance: 65pF/m nominal
Screen isolation: no short circuits between any screens
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Break-out box

Feeder cables such as the 812 cable, or any other, can be difficult to
route near the door and reader because of their bulk. This problem is
worse with small components such as door monitor switches, 090
Reading Heads and 272 Remote Indicators.

A good way of solving this problem is to use a junction box as a
“break-out box” at the door, enabling you to run short lengths of
thinner cable to the individual components. The diagram below
shows how this could be done using 812 cable and an 090 Reading
Head. It can be adapted to suit any situation.

Break-out box

Mon purple

blackCommon

Exit white

black/
red pair

Tx

red

brown

green

Red
LED

VA

Green
LED

black/
white pair

Rx

black/
green pair

Lock

Function Colour

1

2

4

5

6

7

Door equipment

Door
monitor
switch

Door
exit

pushbutton

Door
lock

screen

screenThe lock cable
screen does

not have to be
extended

beyond the
break-out box.

3 090
Reading

Head

As an alternative to a break-out box, the individual wires can be
removed from the outer sheath and routed to their respective
components within a protective cover.
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Chapter 15  

Antennas

Introduction

The 4322 Cotag Reader module uses the Cotag hands free reading
system and therefore requires antennas to switch on Cards and
receive the codes contained in them. This chapter describes all the
available options and how to choose the best one for a particular
application. If you decide to use a loop antenna, you need to read the
Loop Antenna Installation Handbook HB02/106 for details of how to
choose, design and install your loop antenna.

Antenna summary

Reading Heads

There are two proprietary antennas (called Reading Heads)
manufactured by Cotag.

The 090 is smaller than a typical pack of cigarettes (80mm high x
40mm wide x 13mm deep) and contains a transmit antenna, a receive
antenna, signal conditioning circuits, and red and green LEDs which
can be used to show when the door is unlocked. It gives a typical
range of 30cm when used with a 928 Card.

The 280 is approximately the same frontal size as an A4 sheet of
paper (260mm high x 220mm wide x 25mm deep) and contains a
transmit antenna, a receive antenna, signal conditioning circuits, and
three LEDs: red, amber and green. It also contains a horn which can
be connected to the local warning output provided by the 4322 Cotag
reader module. The red and green LEDs are used to show when the
door is unlocked. The amber LED has various indications for faults,
noise, etc. The 280 gives a typical range of 90cm when used with a
928 Card.

Loop antennas

Alternatively, by using the 270 Loop Coupler you can make your own
loop antenna using ordinary single core wire.

The simple door loop is a single loop of wire which combines both
the transmit and receive functions. It can give a wider and deeper
reading area than a 280 Reading Head providing the site in which it
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is installed does not have too much background RF noise and the
doors/doorframes are not made of metal. For these reasons it is
essential to carry out a site survey before specifying door loops - in a
particularly noisy site they may not work at all!

The side loop can be a few turns of a single wire, or can have
separate transmit and receive antennas, acting like a much larger
280 Reading Head. It is less susceptible to noise than the simple door
loop, but is still more susceptible than the 280 Reading Head.

The AVI loop is a special configuration designed for use with vehicles
and the 970 Vehicle Tag.

In reasonably noise-free conditions, a loop antenna should give a
reliable reading range of at least 1.2 metres, and can give much
more.
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280 Reading Head

The 280 Reading Head is the recommended antenna for most
installations.

Advantages

• High noise immunity (is reliable in almost all installations).
• Easy to install.
• Hands free reading range.
• Reads behind the Reading Head as well as in front.
• Curved transmit field so tag orientation not critical.
• Three built-in LED indicators and horn.
• Looks smart, but can be hidden behind wall if necessary.
• Cost effective.

 Installing the 280 Reading Head

 Removing the cover

 The 280 Reading Head is supplied with its cover separate. If the cover
has been fitted for any reason, remove it by holding the Reading Head
in your hand and pushing two of the lugs from the back using the
end of a Cover Removal Tool (part number D02/445) or a suitable
screwdriver. The lugs can be found in the four rectangular cut-outs
around the edge of the back of the 280 Reading Head. They are
coloured light grey in contrast to the dark grey of the rear case. When
two lugs are free, prise off the other side of the cover using your
fingers under its edge.

 (The bent end of the Cover Removal Tool enables removal of the cover
when the Reading Head is fixed to a wall. Place the end between the
wall and the fixing lug, and lever out the lug. To avoid damage to
delicate wall surfaces use a piece of card between the tool and the
wall.)
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 Mounting

1. Choose a suitable position to mount the 280 Reading Head
near the door.

• If people wear their Cards at the hip, mount the Reading Head
at a height of 90cm from the floor to the centre of the Reading
Head.

• If people wear their Cards at the lapel or breast pocket, mount
it at a height of 120cm from the floor to the centre of the
Reading Head.

• If people do not wear their Cards in a consistent place then
mounting the Reading Head at a height of 110cm is a good
compromise.

2. The Reading Head should be mounted with the LEDs at the
top. Mark out and drill the four mounting holes. Don’t fix the
Reading Head to the wall yet. The holes accept 4mm machine
screws or No 10 wood screws.

3. The 280 Reading Head requires cable to connect it to the Cotag
Reader module. We recommend that you use 812 cable.

Alternatively, the Tx and Rx lines should use screened twisted
pair cables with 0.38mm2 (22AWG) conductors. This
corresponds to Belden 8723 for twin twisted pair. Use any
suitable screened 5-core cable for the LEDs and horn, eg
Belden 9535 for 24AWG.

The maximum distance between the Controller and the
Reading Head using 812 cable is 300 metres, or 200 metres
for Belden 8723. The cable screens should be connected at the
Controller, but must not be connected at the Reading Head
end, either to each other or to anything else: they should be
cut back and insulated. For details of how to connect the cable
screens see the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

Route the cables into the Reading Head through the holes
provided in the bottom or rear. There are also two knock-out
panels in the moulding if you prefer to route the cables in
through the side.

4. Pass the cables through the cable clamps in the 280 Reading
Head.

5. Connect the cables as shown in the next section, “Connecting
the 280 Reading Head”.

6. Screw the Reading Head in position on the wall, taking care
not to damage the antenna coils. The Reading Head should
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always be mounted upright with its angled corner at the
bottom.

7. Refit the front cover by pressing its sides into the base.

 Connecting the 280 Reading Head

 The connector on the 280 Reading Head is laid out as follows:

 

Viewed from front

V
+

D
1

D
2

D
3

R
X

T
X

TXR
X

LK TX
C

 The pin descriptions are as follows:

 Pin Label Cable colour* Description

 1  Orange Horn (on 280 Mk2)
 2 V+ Brown +ve supply to LED anodes (and horn on Mk2)
 3 D1 Red Red LED cathode
 4 D2 Yellow Amber LED cathode
 5 D3 Green Green LED cathode
 6 RX Black/White Receive line

 7 RX Black/White Receive line
 8 TX Black/Red Transmit line

 9 TX Black/Red Transmit line
 10 LK Not used
 11 TXC Not used

 *This column shows the recommended cable colour for each function
when you use 812 cable.

 Notes:
• The cable screens should be connected at the Controller only.

At the Reading Head they should be cut back and insulated.
See the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

• A break-out box can be used between the main feeder cable(s)
and the Reading Head. See the chapter on “Cables” for details.
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 090 Reading Head

 The 090 Reading Head is the recommended antenna where small size
is a requirement.

 

 Advantages

• Very high noise immunity (is reliable in all installations).
• Very small and unobtrusive.
• Easy to install.
• Proximity reading range.
• Red and green LED indicators.
• The lowest cost solution.

 Installing the 090 Reading Head

 Note: the 090 Reading Head must be connected and mounted before
the self-adhesive label is attached to the front.

1. Choose a suitable position to mount the 090 Reading Head
near the door.

The 090 Reading Head has a range of typically 30cm with an
active Card or Tag, less with a passive Card or Tag, so it must
be mounted in a position where the Card or Tag can easily be
brought within this distance. We recommend it is mounted
approximately one metre above the ground. Also consider ease
of access to the door once the Card or Tag has been read, for
example, it is better to mount the Reading Head near the
opening side of the door rather than the hinge side.
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The 090 Reading Head can be mounted on any suitable
surface using the two 4mm diameter mounting holes.

2. The Reading Head should be mounted with its connector at the
bottom. Mark out and drill the two mounting holes. Don’t fix
the Reading Head to the wall yet. The holes accept No6/M3.5
screws - countersunk or pan/round head.

3. The 090 Reading Head requires cable to connect it to the Cotag
reader module. We recommend that you use 812 cable.

Alternatively, the Tx and Rx lines should use screened twisted
pair cables with 0.38mm2 (22AWG) conductors. This
corresponds to Belden 8723 for twin twisted pair. Use any
suitable screened 3-core cable for the LEDs, eg Belden 9533
for 24AWG.

The maximum distance between the Controller and the
Reading Head using 812 cable is 300 metres, or 200 metres
for Belden 8723. The cable screens should be connected at the
Controller, but must not be connected at the Reading Head
end, either to each other or to anything else: they should be
cut back and insulated. For details of how to connect the cable
screens see the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

4. Connect the cables as shown in the next section, “Connecting
the 090 Reading Head”. There are three knockouts in the
bottom and sides of the 090 Reading Head for routing the
cables if required.

Note: if the 090 Reading Head is installed outside, to avoid
corrosion on terminals apply a suitable compound, for
example silicone grease. If the exposure to water is likely to be
very severe, remove the bottom cable knockout so that
moisture can drain away from the terminals.

5. Screw the Reading Head in position on the wall.

6. Use a Field Meter or Test Card to check that the 090 is
working correctly. Make sure it is mounted securely before
sticking the self-adhesive label to the front. Make sure you get
the label the right way up or the LEDs will not be visible.
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 Connecting the 090 Reading Head

 The connector on the 090 Reading Head is laid out as follows:

 

Viewed from rear

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 The pin descriptions are as follows:

 Pin Cable colour* Description
 1 Black/Red Transmit line
 2 Black/Red Transmit line
 3 Brown LEDs common anode (+ve)
 4 Red Red LED cathode (-ve)
 5 Green Green LED cathode (-ve)
 6 Black/White Receive line
 7 Black/White Receive line

 *This column shows the recommended cable colour for each function
when you use 812 cable.

 Notes:

• The cable screens should be connected at the Controller only.
At the Reading Head they should be cut back and insulated.
See the chapter on “Earthing and screening”.

• A break-out box can be used between the main feeder cable(s)
and the Reading Head. See the chapter on “Cables” for details.

Loop antennas

Please read the Loop Antenna Installation Handbook HB02/106 for
details of how to choose, design and install a loop antenna.
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Chapter 16  

Connecting Bewator Cotag
Readers to 4101-2 Controllers

This chapter describes how to connect 5291, 5298 and BC16 Readers
to the 4101-2 Controller via the 4422 Swipe Card Reader module. It
describes how to configure the Readers and Controller/module so
they communicate correctly.

5291 Proximity Reader

Connections

4422 5291
Module Reader Function
DØ DØ (green wire) logic Ø line
D1 D1 (white wire) logic 1 line

G R/G (brown wire) single wire LED control
ØV ØV (black wire) ground
+V Vin (red wire) +12V supply to 5291

Controller/module configuration

• Using the Access Control Software, set the Interface Number to
303 in the Access Point record.

• Set the jumpers on the 4422 module: JU1/JU4 position A (for
Wiegand), JU2/JU5 position B (for Wiegand), JU3/JU6
position B (for +12V supply to 5291 Reader).

 5291 Reader configuration

• D0/D1 must be active-low (pa10 = 0).

• Single wire LED control* (xxrg = 2).

• Interface number 59 (iiiiiiii = 59).

• Other options can be configured to suit the application.

 *Under single wire LED control (LED driven red and amber by 5291
Reader, LED driven green by host), the indicator LED lights amber
when the Reader detects the presence of a valid card and stays amber
for the hold off time, or for as long as a card is within range of the
antenna. The host lights the LED green when it has verified the card
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number and unlocked the door. The indicator LED lights red when
there is no valid card in range, unless there is too much electrical
noise in the reading area or more than one card or tag, in which case
the LED flashes amber.

 5298 PIN & Proximity Reader

 Connections

 4422 5298
 Module Reader Function
 DØ DØ (CONN1-7) logic Ø line
 D1 D1 (CONN1-8) logic 1 line

 G R/G (CONN1-6) single wire LED control
 ØV ØV (CONN1-2) ground
 +V Vin (CONN1-1) +12V supply to 5298

 Controller/module configuration

• Using the Access Control Software, set the Interface Number to
303 in the Access Point record.

• Using the Access Control Software, choose the number of
digits you want in each PIN (4, 5 or 6).

• Set the jumpers on the 4422 module: JU1/JU4 position A (for
Wiegand), JU2/JU5 position B (for Wiegand), JU3/JU6
position B (for +12V supply to 5298 Reader).

 5298 Reader configuration

• JU1 must be set to 5/15 (this is the default setting).

• D0/D1 must be active-low (pa10 = 0).

• Single wire LED control* (xxrg = 2).

• Interface number 59 (iiiiiiii = 59).

• Other options can be configured to suit the application.

 *Under single wire LED control (LED driven red and amber by 5298
Reader, LED driven green by host), the indicator LED works as
follows:

• The LED is red when no card or tag is in range.

• When the Reader reads a valid card or tag, the LED goes off
and the Reader waits for the cardholder to enter PIN data on
the keypad.
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• The LED gives a single amber flash and horn bleep each time
the cardholder presses a key.

• When the host has processed the card data and PIN data from
the Reader, it will unlock the door and light the LED green by
pulling the R/G input down to 0V.

• When the host releases the R/G input, the LED returns to red.

• The LED flashes amber if there is electrical noise in the
reading area which may affect reading of cards and tags, or if
there is more than one card or tag in the reading area at the
same time.

 BC16 Mag Stripe Reader

 (with IP1 cards coded with 8 digit card numbers in standard Mag
Stripe / ABA format)

 Connections

 4422 BC16
 Module Reader Function
 DØ blue wire strobe
 D1 yellow wire data

 R brown wire red LED

 A amber wire amber LED

 G green wire green LED
 ØV black wire ground
 +V red wire +5V supply to BC16

 Controller/module configuration

• Using the Access Control Software, set the Interface Number to
361 in the Access Point record.

• Set the jumpers on the 4422 module: JU1/JU4 position A (for
Mag Stripe), JU2/JU5 position A (for active-low strobe),
JU3/JU6 position A (for +5V supply to BC16 Reader).

BC16 Reader configuration

No configuration required.
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Chapter 19  

Fault finding
If you have installed a system and it doesn’t work correctly, follow the
steps in this chapter and you should be able to deduce the reason.
The first section tells you what to check on a system which has never
worked. The section after gives detailed fault finding on all parts of
the system.

System never worked

The fault (in order of likelihood - most likely first) could be in:

• The Controller not being taught its Distributor Code

• the Software configuration

• the wiring

• the communications between Controllers or with the PC

• the antenna (more likely with a loop than a reading head)

• the Controller and reader modules

• the card

Always check the Distributor Code first:

• Every 4101-2 Controller fitted with an RF module must be
taught its Distributor Code.

You cannot get the system to read cards until the comms is working
and you have downloaded data from the Software in the PC to the
Controllers.

Therefore, the next steps to take are:

1. get the comms working.

2. enter a site code into the Software and send it to the
Controllers.

3. enter data into the Software database to configure the cards
and readers.
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If after doing this the cards cannot be read, then the next steps to
take are:

4. check that the readers are being polled by the Controllers by
seeing that the Tx LEDs on the reader modules are flashing - if
they are not then go back to step 1.

5. check that there is transmit range at the antennas using a 922
Test Card - if not then check cabling and then look for other
reasons.

6. if the cards are being read but the doors are not opening,
check Software configuration to see why cards are being
denied access.

Getting the comms working

RS485 connections betweem Comms module and
Controllers

You can test the RS485 comms even if the PC is not connected to the
system. Take the following steps:

1. Unplug the RS485 connectors from all the Controllers except
the one in which the type F Comms module is fitted. (The
RS485 connector is CONN2 on the Controller motherboards).
Leave the power connected to all the Controllers.

2. Unplug the power supply connector from the Controller with
the type F Comms module and then plug it back in again. This
causes the Comms module to perform its start up routine.

3. Watch the two amber LEDs labelled IN and OUT on the
Controller motherboard. A few seconds after the Controller is
powered up, the IN LED should flash once, immediately
followed by a flash on the out LED. This shows that the RS485
to this Controller is working.

4. Replace the RS485 connection to one of the other Controllers
and then repeat steps 2 and 3, watching the IN and OUT LEDs
on the newly connected Controller (you will probably need two
people to do this, one to power up the first Controller and
another to check the LEDs on the Controller you are testing). If
it works correctly, repeat the process for the next Controller,
and continue this process until they are all connected.

Conclusion: if the LEDs all flash correctly when you test each
Controller then the RS485 branch is working. If one of the Controllers
doesn’t give the correct LED flashes, check that switch 4 of the DIL
switch labelled SW3 on its motherboard is in the “OFF” position
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(down). (If you change the position of this switch you must remove
the power from the Controller and then power up again.) If the switch
position is correct and the LEDs still do not give the correct flashes,
the RS485 connections are probably faulty - check the wiring.

RS232 connections between PC and Comms module or
Controller

When you connect the PC and run the System Manager Software, a
message at the bottom of the computer screen tells you if the system
is on line or off line. If it says off line, check the RS232 connections.
Make sure that RTS and CTS are connected correctly and that TXD
and RXD are crossed, see the diagram in the chapter on the “4101
Controller” or the “Comms module”. If the computer is connected
directly to a Controller, check that switch 4 of the DIL switch labelled
SW3 on its motherboard is in the “ON” position (up). (If you change
the position of this switch you must remove the power from the
Controller and then power up again.)

Entering a site code

You cannot get the system to read cards until you have entered a site
code in the System Manager program. Click on the Tools page, then
click on the Admin Setup button. In the column labelled Number,
type your site code in the row labelled 0, then click on the OK button.

Downloading the data from the Software

When you have got the comms working you can download the card
and reader configuration from the PC to the Controllers. If the PC is
on line, this is done automatically when you enter the data into the
Operator Software. To be certain that the data reaches the
Controllers, you can download the whole database manually using
the Reconfigure System button on the Tools page of the System
Manager Software. If the system still does not work, read the next
sections.

Checking the reader modules

Each Cotag reader has a pair of amber LEDs on the module. The left
hand LED of each pair should be flashing, showing that the
Controller is polling the reader.

Reader not being polled

If any of the readers are not being polled, you must return to the
Operator Software and check the Access Point records. Use the
Update System List button on System Manager’s Configuration
page to see what the Software thinks is connected and configured.
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Checking the antennas using the 922 Test Card

Use a 922 Test Card to check the transmit (Tx) range at the antenna.
Bring the Test Card towards the antenna until the LED in the Test
Card lights or flickers.

No transmit signal

If there is no Tx signal, the wiring is faulty.

Reduced transmit signal

If there is less Tx range than you would expect, a very common fault
is that the Tx and Rx cables are swapped - this is nearly always the
reason for low Tx range in 280 Reading Heads. Low Tx range in a
loop antenna could be caused by not tuning it correctly with the Loop
Coupler, or by mounting it close to a large metal structure such as a
metal door frame.

Checking the receive range at the antenna

If the Tx range is correct, you must check the receive range, the
distance at which the card can be read. Bring the Test Card towards
the antenna. If the LED in the Test Card flickers, it is inside the
transmit field but is not being read. Bring it closer to the antenna
until the LED in the Test Card lights brightly in long pulses. This
distance is the receive range.

Low receive range on a reading head

If the receive range is very low on a reading head, the connections
must be faulty. It is possible, but unlikely, that the reading head is
broken, or that there is sufficient electical noise around to interfere
with it.

Low receive range on a loop antenna

If the receive range is very low on a loop antenna, this is almost
always caused by noise (interference caused by certain electrical
equipment which is too near the antenna).

Correct Tx and Rx range but card not unlocking door

If both the transmit and receive range are correct but the card is not
unlocking the door, check the lock connections and the power to the
lock. Note: you must not use the VA supply from the reader module
to drive the lock - use the auxilliary power connections from the
Controller or a separate power supply direct to the lock.
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If the lock is working, the card record is most probably set up
incorrectly in the Operator Software - see the next section. If the
Software is set up correctly, the card could have the wrong site code
or distributor code (the 922 Test Card, for example, will not open a
door if it hasn’t been programmed). Try a different card - it may
simply be broken.

Checking the Software (because no cards are working)

If the installation is correct (which you can find out by carrying out
all the checks listed above), you need to check the Software to find
out why the cards are being denied access. Take the following steps:

1. Go into the Operator Software, display the System
Parameters screen from the Files menu, and set all the
Access Violation fields to Alarm. Close the screen and save
the System Parameters.

2. Clear all existing alarms which are pending.

3. Present a card to the antenna. The computer should bleep and
display the alarms pending box. Look at this alarm (click on
the alarms pending box) and see what type it is. You now know
the reason for the card being denied access. If the card is read
but does not generate an alarm, it has the wrong distributor
code (it may not have been programmed).

System stopped working

Once the system is working, the hardware is very reliable. The most
common problem with working systems is database corruption on the
PC.

This can usually be cured by running the Repair & Reindex program
in your access control folder). Click on the Windows Start button,
open your access control folder, then click on the Repair & Reindex
program.
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Detailed fault finding

This section describes fault finding for each part of the system in
turn.

Card(s)

No cards working

If no card is working on the system then check one of the records in
the cardholder database of the Operator Software and make sure that
the Card Status field is set to Enabled. If it is set to Disabled then
the card will not work.

Solution: change the cardholder records so the cards are enabled.

Few cards not working

If a few cards are not working, see if they work at other doors. Check
the Access Level to see if the card is valid at this door at this time.

Solution: give the cards an Access Level which works, or redefine the
existing Access Level.

Single card not working

If one card is not working and it is set up correctly in the Software,
the card is probably faulty.

Solution: issue a new card.

Reader/antenna

Use a 922 Test Card to check the transmit (Tx) range at the antenna.

No transmit range

(922 Test Card LED does not light.)

Is the Controller polling the reader?

Each reader module has two small amber LEDs for each reader -
transmit (the left LED of each pair) and receive. If the transmit LED is
flashing then the Controller is polling the reader.

Tx LED flashing

If the Tx LED is flashing but there is no transmit at the antenna, have
you fitted the RF module?
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Solution: if the RF module is fitted, check the connections between
the module and the antenna. The reading head may be broken but
this is highly unlikely.

Tx LED not flashing

If the reader is not being polled then this is almost certainly because
it has not been configured in the Software, or the commands to
configure it have not been downloaded.

Solution: you must check the configuration of the reader by
generating a system list in the Software. Amend the Access Point
record if necessary and download the data to the Controller. To do
this, the comms must be working.

Is there power to the Controller?

The POWER LED should be lit and the STATUS LED should be
flashing slowly.

Power LED not lit

If the POWER LED on the Controller lid is not lit then there is either
no power to the Controller or fuse FS1 has blown. Each Controller
requires 12V DC on CONN4 of the motherboard. Each 4910 Power
Supply Unit can supply no more than 5 amps at 12V.

Solution: check the fuse and check that the power supply is
connected and working.

Power LED is lit but STATUS LED is not

Either the voltage has dropped to such an extent that the processor
has stalled or the Controller is faulty. Check that the voltage is at
least 10V measured between the 0V and +12 pins of the CONN4
connector on the motherboard. If the STATUS LED is flashing quickly
then the processor is running but the supply voltage has dropped
below 10V.

Solution: make sure the power supply is not overloaded.
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Low transmit range

(The 922 Test Card LED lights when closer to the antenna than
expected.)

Tx/Rx cables swapped

This is a very common fault which results in very low reading range.

Solution: check that the Tx feeder is not connected to the Rx antenna
and vice versa.

Loop antenna not tuned

Loop antennas must be tuned using a multimeter and the switches in
the Loop Coupler.

Solution: check that a loop antenna is correctly tuned (see the
chapter on “Antennas” for details).

Loop antenna installed near metal (for example around a metal
door frame)

A loop antenna mounted on a metal surface can stop working
altogether.

Solution: check that there are no nearby large metal structures
which might reduce the Tx range. See the chapter on “Antennas” for
more information.

Low receive range with a reading head

(The 922 Test Card shows the correct Tx range but its LED does not
pulse showing that it is being read until it is close to the reading
head.)

With a reading head, this is an unlikely fault.

Bad connections

With a reading head, low receive range is usually a wiring fault.

Solution: check the connections. (Some Rx signal can reach the
Controller even if one half of the Rx pair is broken.)

Threshold potentiometer on RF module has been moved

This potentiaometer is factory set and marked.

Solution: check that the potentiometer on the RF Module is in its
factory-set position.
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Large quantities of noise

It is possible that very large quantities of interfering electrical noise
from a piece of equipment such as a computer monitor, very close to
the reading head, could reduce its receive range. If there is noise, the
amber LED will light continuously or flash.

Solution: move the interfering device a short distance from the
reading head. Reading heads have high noise immunity so you
shouldn’t need to move the noise source very far for full range to
return.

Low receive range with a loop antenna

(The 922 Test Card shows the correct Tx range but its LED does not
pulse showing that it is being read until it is close to the antenna.)

Noise

When using loop antennas the most common reason for reduced
range is interference by electrical noise. You should always use an
IAM to check a location before installing a loop and use a reading
head instead if there is likely to be a noise problem. The surrounding
environment can still change, however, resulting in new noise sources
being introduced.  Some loop configurations are more resistant to
noise interference than others - see the chapter on “Antennas” for
more information.

Solutions: locate the source of the noise using an IAM. When you
have found the noise source, turn it off to verify that it is the cause of
the problem.

• The best solution to a noise problem is to remove the source of
the noise, or suppress it.

• If this is not possible, try linking in the attenuator circuit in
the Loop Coupler (see the chapter on “Antennas”).

• If that doesn’t work, you can attempt noise cancelling using
discrete receive antennas (described in the same chapter).

 Bad connections

 There may be a wiring fault.

 Solution: check the connections.

 Threshold potentiometer on RF module has been moved

 This potentiometer is factory set and marked.
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 Solution: check that the potentiometer on the RF Module is in its
factory-set position.

 Switches in Loop Coupler

 Switches 4 and 5 of SWA in the Loop Coupler may be set incorrectly.

 Solution: if using a combined Tx/Rx loop then check switches 4 and
5 of SWA are on. If using separate Tx and Rx loops then check
switches 4 and 5 of SWA are off.

 Controller and reader modules

 Check that the correct modules are fitted and that the access point
addresses are each connected to the correct reader. Check that the
modules are properly located in their sockets and that all power and
data connections are made to the controller motherboard.

 Is there power to the Controller?

 The POWER LED should be lit and the STATUS LED should be
flashing slowly.

 Power LED not lit

 If the POWER LED on the Controller lid is not lit then there is either
no power to the Controller or fuse FS1 has blown. Each Controller
requires 12V DC on CONN4 of the motherboard. Each 4910 Power
Supply Unit can supply no more than 5 amps at 12V.

 Solution: check the fuse and check that the power supply is
connected and working.

 Power LED is lit but STATUS LED is not

 Either the voltage has dropped to such an extent that the processor
has stalled or the Controller is faulty. Check that the voltage is at
least 10V measured between the 0V and +12 pins of the CONN4
connector on the motherboard. If the STATUS LED is flashing quickly
then the processor is running but the supply voltage has dropped
below 10V.

 Solution: make sure the power supply is not overloaded.

 Is the Controller polling the reader?

 Each reader module has two small amber LEDs for each reader -
transmit (the left LED of each pair) and receive. If the transmit LED is
flashing then the Controller is polling the reader.
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 Tx LED flashing

 If the Tx LED is flashing but there is no transmit at the antenna, have
you fitted the RF module?

 Solution: if the RF module is fitted, check the connections between
the module and the antenna. The reading head may be broken but
this is highly unlikely.

 Tx LED not flashing

 If the reader is not being polled then this is almost certainly because
it has not been configured in the Software, or the commands to
configure it have not been downloaded.

 Solution: you must check the configuration of the reader by
generating a system list in the Software. Amend the Access Point
record if necessary and download the data to the Controller. To do
this, the comms must be working.

 Are the comms working?

 There are two types of configuration to consider:

• Systems with one or two controllers where the PC is connected
directly to one controller.

• Systems with a Comms module (and more than two
controllers) where there is a connection from the PC to the
Comms module and from the Comms module to each
controller on its branch. For this configuration there are two
comms paths to fault find.

 There is an On Line or Off Line message at the bottom of the PC
screen which shows whether the PC is communicating with either the
first Comms module or the first controller.

 Mistakes in connections are almost always the reasons for comms not
working but some other things are also worth checking:

 Is the correct software running?

 If a Demonstration version is loaded it will not go On Line to the
controllers. The Off line message will show at the bottom of the
screen.

 Is the correct Comms module fitted?

 If the system has over 64 doors or 10,000 cards, it requires a 4235
Comms module as the first in the system. If a 4230 is fitted instead,
the software will not run with the comms.
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 Is the PC Com port OK?

 The system will normally run connected to COM1: on the PC. There is
sometimes a need to use COM2: if the PC is using COM1: for some
other purpose, such as a mouse.

 If a serial mouse is installed, or has in the past been installed, check
whether the mouse driver is using the same COM: port that the
system is plugged into. If it is, either move the mouse driver to
another port (see instructions provided with mouse) or move the
system to another port. We recommend you use a bus mouse which
prevents the problem occuring in the first place.

 To communicate with the local Controllers via COM2:, click on the
Local Comms button on System Manager’s Configuration page and
choose COM2.

 If the PC COM port is still suspected you should use an RS232
checker (little plug/socket unit with LEDs) to see if the TXD line is
being polled by the PC.

 Is the RS232/RS485 Selection OK?

 When a 4101 Controller is talking direct to the PC it must have SW3-
4 in the up position. When controllers are connected to a Comms
module SW3-4 must be in the down position. (Remember to remove
and restore power to the controller if you change a switch setting so
the microprocessor will read the switch setting.)

 Are the cables too long?

 The maximum specified distance for an RS232 connection is 15
metres.  Greater distances may work when using screened cable but
noise can affect the communications.

 The maximum specified distance for the RS485 cable is 1km.  This
must not be exceeded.  If necessary, use a Comms module in
operating mode E to restore the signal conditions.  See chapter on
Comms modules for more information.

 Checking the RS232 connections at the PC

 Refer to the connection diagrams in the chapter on the 4101 Modular
Controller and check each one carefully. Points to check are:

• Correct cross-over of TXD to RXD.

• CTS and RTS linked together at the PC end and not connected
to the  controller end via the RS232 cable. (If CTS and RTS are
not linked at the PC the comms may work intermittently!)
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 One or two controller systems only -
 checking the RS232 connections at the controller

 Refer to the connection diagrams in the chapter on the 4101 Modular
Controller and check each one carefully. Points to check are:

• Correct cross-over of TXD to RXD.

• CTS and RTS linked together at the controller end and not
connected to the PC via the RS232 cable.

• The RS232 cable should be plugged into CONN1 at the
controller and not CONN2 (the RS485 port!)

 Check that the jumpers in the top left corner of the controller
motherboard are set to the correct baud rate to match the rate
selected in the software.  This is normally 9600 baud.

 The two LEDs next to the RS232 port marked RXD and TXD flash
when messages are received and transmitted, respectively, by the
controller.

 If the OUT LED is on continuously then CTS and RTS are not linked
at the controller.

 If the TXD LED flashes but there is no activity on the RXD LED when
power is removed and restored at the controller then the TXD and
RXD  connections to the PC are probably the wrong way round.  Try
reversing them.

 Multiple controller systems -
 checking the RS232 connections at the Comms module

 When a Comms module is installed, first check all the upstream
(RS232) connections from the first Comms module (type F) to the PC.
The downstream (RS485) connections do not affect the On Line / Off
Line message.

 Refer to the connection diagrams in the chapter on the Comms
module and check each one carefully. Points to check are:

• Check that the RS232 cable is connected to CONN2 on the
Comms module (upstream - direction A - RS232) and not to
CONN1, CONN3 or CONN4.

• CTS and RTS must be linked at the Comms module.  If the
upstream TX LED (the left hand LED of the left hand pair) is
on continuously this shows CTS and RTS are not linked.

• Check that the upstream (direction A) jumpers (JU1 and JU2)
on the Comms module are set to 9600 baud, RS232. (If you
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change the jumper settings, you must switch off the power
briefly and power up again to register the change.)

• Check that the rotary switch on the Comms module is set to F.
(If you change the switch setting, you must switch off the
power briefly and power up again to register the change.)

• If you have checked all the above and still cannot get the On
Line message in the Software, remove the power from the
Controller then power up again. If the upstream Tx LED
flashes but there is no activity on the upstream Rx LED (the
right hand LED of the left hand pair), the TXD and RXD
connections to the PC are probably the wrong way round.

 Checking the RS485 Connections downstream from the
Comms module to the controllers

 Note:  These connections do not affect whether there is an On Line
message on the PC screen. It is advisable to check all the above first
if the PC shows Off Line.

 Refer to the connection diagram in the chapter on the
Communications Module and check each connection carefully.
Points to check are:

• Check that there is not a mixture of Controllers and Comms
modules connected directly from the downstream connections
of the type F Comms module. (Exception to this rule: you are
allowed to mix Controllers and type E Comms modules either
for extending the length of the RS485 cable or for talking to a
modem.)

• Check that the Controllers are connected to CONN4 on the
Comms module (downstream - direction B - RS485) and not to
CONN1, CONN2 or CONN3.

• Check that the downstream (direction B) jumpers (JU3 and
JU4) on the Comms module are set to RS232, 9600 baud. (If
you change the jumper settings, you must switch off the power
briefly and power up again to register the change.)

• Check that the rotary switch on the Comms module is set to F.
(If you change the switch setting, you must switch off the
power briefly and power up again to register the change.)

• Check that the RS485 cable is connected to CONN2 on all the
Controller motherboards and not to CONN1. The Comms
module must be connected in parallel to all Controller
motherboards, including the one it’s plugged into. Plugging
the Comms module into the module slot does not connect
the comms.
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• RXD/ RXD on CONN4 of the Comms module should be

connected to TX/ TX  on CONN2 of all the motherboards.

TXD/ TXD  on the Comms module should be connected to

RX/RX  of all the motherboards.

• Check that each Controller motherboard in the branch has a
unique address on SW1/SW2.

• If you can’t get one or more Controllers to communicate after
checking all the above, remove the RS485 connectors from all
the motherboards except one, power up the Controller with the
Comms module in it and check that it can communicate with
just the one Controller. Reconnect the controllers one at a time
until you find the Controller which is not working. You will
probably find that the connections are reversed on a part of
the branch, or, it is possible that a single Controller is faulty.
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Appendix 1  

Wiring diagrams

Controller and power supply unit

+12

0V

AUX +

AUX -

TAMPER (2 wires)

PSU MON (2 wires)

4101-2 Controller motherboard4910 Power Supply Unit

1 2 3 4

If the PSU is powering more than one Controller, the TAMPER and
PSU MON connections need only be connected to one Controller.

The maximum current you can draw from the PSU is 5A at 12V. If the
24V module is fitted in the PSU then the maximum current you can
draw simultaneously from both supplies is 1A at 12V and 1.5A at
24V. For each 0.5A reduction in the 24V supply, you can draw
another 1A from the 12V supply. Make sure these figures are not
exceeded.
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Controllers and Comms module

The Comms module is
shown in slot 0/1 to
make the diagram

simpler - we recommend
that the Comms module

is fitted in slot 8/9 4101-2 Controller
motherboard

0 1
4230 Comms module in slot 0/1

pin 1

pin 1

9-way D-type male on PC
(COM1:) viewed from

outside (female on cable
viewed from inside).

25-way D-type male on PC
(COM1:) viewed from

outside (female on cable
viewed from inside).

TX
TX
RX
RX

TXD
TXD
RXD
RXD

Screens

Screens

TX
TX
RX
RX

Screens

To subsequent
Controllers on
branch (up to

32 in total)

4101-2 Controller
motherboard

RXD
TXD
SE2 3 5

RXD
TXD
SE42 5 73

7 8

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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Cotag Reader module and 280 Reading Head

VA
G

R
RX
RX
TX
TX

RX
RX
TX
TX

V+
D3 (G)
D2 (A)
D1 (R)

brown
green

orange
red

black/white
pair

black/red
pair

A

4101-2 Controller
motherboard

0 1

280 Reading Head
(viewed from front

with cover removed)

Cotag Reader module in slot 0/1

1 2 3 4

Cotag Reader module and 090 Reading Head

VA
G

R
RX
RX
TX
TX

brown
green

red
black/white

pair
black/red

pair

4101-2 Controller
motherboard

0 1
Cotag Reader module in slot 0/1

5 (LED)

4 (LED)

3 (V+)

Connector in
090 Reading Head
(viewed from rear)

6 (RX)
7 (RX)
1 (TX)
2 (TX)

1 2 3 4
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Swipe Card module and 5291 Proximity
Reader

4101-2 Controller
motherboard

0 1
Swipe Card module in slot 0/1

G

D0

+V

0V

D1

green wire

brown wire

white wire

black wire

red wire

5291
Reader

1 2 3 4
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Swipe Card module and BC16 Reader

4101-2 Controller
motherboard

0 1
Swipe Card module in slot 0/1

amber wire

green wire

brown wire

blue wire

yellow wire

D0

+V

0V

D1

A

G

R
BC16

Reader

black wire

red wire

1 2 3 4
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Appendix 2  

Programming cards
The 633-2 Programmer in the Decimal display format automatically
gives cards and tags the correct code format for use with the access
control system.

The security codes are as shown in the following diagram.

15-bit
Distributor

Code

16-bit
Secondary

Code

16-bit
card

number

Distributor Code flag Leading bit
Battery flag

LSBMSB

8 zero
bits

5 zero
bits

3-bit
issue
state

The Distributor Code is fixed and is automatically programmed into
the card by the 633-2 Programmer.

The Site Code must be set up on the 633-2 Programmer to match one
of the Site Codes you set up in the Software.

The Issue State occupies 3 bits and so can be set to any value from 0
to 7. If the Issue State of a card is changed, the cardholder record
must be amended in the Software to match. The unused 13 bits
around the Issue State are automatically programmed to 0 by the 633
Programmer.

The Card Number can be any number from 1 to 65,535 (decimal).
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Appendix 3  

Wiring and setting up a door for
anti-passback

Local anti-passback

Local anti-passback enables you to designate Access Points as “In
Readers” or “OUT Readers”. When both an IN Reader and an OUT
Reader control the same door, the readers have to be wired and
configured in a certain way.

Wiring

1. The DO and ØV connections for the IN Reader should be wired
in parallel with the DO and ØV connections for the OUT
Reader, and should be connected to the door monitoring
switch.

2. The door lock relay for either the IN Reader or the OUT Reader
must be able to unlock the door. This means that with a fail
secure (power to unlock) mechanism, the relays must be wired
to the lock in parallel. With a fail safe (remove power to unlock)
mechanism, the relays must be wired to the lock in series.

3. The door exit control inputs (egress) must not be connected.

Configuring

1. Door monitoring should be Enabled on both the IN Reader and
the OUT Reader (select the check box labelled Enable Door
Contact Monitoring on the Monitoring Actions page in the
access point records).

2. Door Forced and Door Open should be Enabled on one reader
and Disabled on the other reader (it doesn’t matter which way
round). (The check boxes are Door Forced Alarm and Door
Open Alarm on the Monitoring Actions page in the access
point records.)

3. One reader must be configured as an IN Reader and the other
must be configured as an OUT Reader in the Local Anti-
Passback section of the Monitoring Actions page in the
access point records.
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4. Also on the Monitoring Actions page in the access point
records, the IN Reader should have the name of the OUT
Reader in its Shunt field. The OUT Reader should have the
name of the IN Reader in its Shunt field.

Global anti-passback

With global anti-passback, the whole site is divided into “zones”, each
zone having a different name. Each door between two zones, for
example zone A and zone B, is controlled by two access points; one
for entry to zone A and exit from zone B; the other for entry to zone B
and exit from zone A.

Wiring

The wiring for each door is exactly the same as for local anti-
passback on the previous page.

Configuring

1. Door monitoring should be Enabled on both Readers (select
the check box labelled Enable Door Contact Monitoring on
the Monitoring Actions page in the access point records).

2. Door Forced and Door Open should be Enabled on one reader
and Disabled on the other reader (it doesn’t matter which way
round). (The check boxes are Door Forced Alarm and Door
Open Alarm on the Monitoring Actions page in the access
point records.)

3. Also on the Monitoring Actions page in the access point
records, the Reader giving entry to the zone at this access
point should have the name of the reader exiting the zone at
this access point in its Shunt field.

4. Global anti-passback must be Enabled on the Anti-Passback
page in the System Administration program.

5. Each zone must have its entry access points and exit access
points configured in the Zone records in the Access
Configuration program.

Refer to the Access Control System Software Handbook HB02/100 for
more details of configuring the Software for anti-passback.


